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Abstract
The study of the true ternary fission (simultaneous decay in three fragments of similar mass)
with formation of a heavy third fragment due to strong shell effects has received new interest
among nuclear physicists. It is a very rare process which has been studied both theoretically
and experimentally since several decades, but still it is quite far from proper understanding.
This PhD thesis concerns with the experimental observation of true ternary decay in three
reactions. Specifically, 37Cl + 208Pb at 195 MeV, 40Ar + 205Tl at 193 MeV and 40Ar + 208Pb at
193 and 230 MeV reactions were studied at the K130 Cyclotron accelerator of the University
of Jyva¨skyla¨, Finland. The first two reactions populating the same compound nucleus were
investigated for possible entrance channel effects, whereas for the last system, 40Ar + 208Pb,
two different bombarding energies have been provided to investigate the effect of excitation
energy of the compound system. Four time-of-flight (TOF) arms coupled with six ∆E − E
telescopes of silicon detectors and a beam monitoring system constitute the complete exper-
imental setup. Two-dimensional velocity coincidence maps were built from TOF arms. The
presence of cluster patterns in the two-velocity maps for all the reactions is the main obser-
vation of this work. Another outcome of the present investigation is the consistent overlap
between the tripartitions that reproduce the data in the companion reactions 37Cl + 208Pb and
40Ar + 205Tl, and in the reactions 40Ar + 208Pb at 193 and 230 MeV. These two findings give
support to the occurrence of the simultaneous three-body decay. The comparison between
the rate for binary and ternary decays has also been achieved by calculating the ratio of such
events corrected for the efficiency. These ratios are quite striking because in spontaneous
fission the simultaneous ternary decay is several orders of magnitude less abundant. In the
case of 37Cl + 208Pb and 40Ar + 205Tl, true ternary fission is even from 2 to 4 times more
abundant than binary fission.
xx
Introduction
The breakup of a nucleus into three fragments is known as ternary fission. This nomencla-
ture has been used for cases where the third fragment is a light nucleus having mass up to
A = 30. The breakup into three nearly-equal mass fragments (true ternary fission, TTF) has
been recently reported in the spontaneous fission of 252C f . The three fragments have strong
connection with shell closures, namely have a magic number of protons or neutrons or both.
For heavier nuclei, ternary fission could be more likely, well confirming the pioneering ex-
perimental work. Furthermore, ternary fission could be extremely important in the r-process
nucleosynthesis being expected to be competitive with β delayed fission for heavy nuclei in
the range of Z2/A > 30.5.
Shell effects may significantly reduce the ternary fission barriers, even for oblate defor-
mations of very heavy nuclei. It is easy to verify that with increasing mass number of the
heavy nucleus, more and more possibilities for its division in three magic nuclei appear.
However, an in-depth study of this topic has not been performed yet, and the question about
a possibility for a simultaneous three-body decay of heavy nuclei remains unanswered both
in theory and in experiment.
The branching ratio of ternary decay with respect to binary fission (BF) is a matter of
controversy and since ternary fission is an exotic process, theoretical and experimental un-
derstanding is not completely achieved. The study of ternary fission would further help us to
understand the configuration of the nucleus at scission and would provide important infor-
mation on the role of the structure of the emerging fragments.
1
2This thesis work is based on an experimental program aimed at exploring the produc-
tion of ternary decays, which are triggered by shell effects, in reactions induced at energies
around the Coulomb barrier. Ternary fission could indeed be more probable (and reachable)
if a combination of three fragments, all having a shell closure, would be allowed by the mul-
tidimensional potential surface, or if the nucleus would live in states where a configuration
with three clusters is allowed.
The experimental program is devoted to the detection of all fragments to rebuild the
total mass from the kinematics. Using this concept, an experiment was carried out with
three reactions at the K130 Cyclotron accelerator of the University of Jyva¨skyla¨, Finland,
also known as JYFL (Jyva¨skyla¨n Yliopiston Fysiikan Laitos). The setup consisted of four
arms of the CORSET TOF spectrometer coupled with six ∆E − E Telescopes. In particular,
the binary and ternary decays of three reactions, namely 37Cl + 208Pb, 40Ar + 205Tl and
40Ar + 208Pb were studied.
The observables of choice for these types of reactions are the velocity vectors of the frag-
ments. Taking into account the two and three body in-plane kinematics, binary fragments
were detected in the forward direction by placing two time-of-flight arms symmetrically
around the beam at the folding angle for symmetric decay and following TKE Viola system-
atics. Asymmetric decays are still detected considering detector openings. For the ternary
decay case, two fragments are detected at forward angles, at a folding angle smaller than
the one of the symmetric fission, and the third fragment at a backward angle. It is important
to remark that both arms in the forward hemisphere are at the same angle with respect to
the beam, on opposite sides, because this establishes a strong constraint on the 3-body kine-
matics to eliminate the overlap with sequential fission events. By taking advantage of the
3-body kinematics, a coincidence between three detectors, two in the forward and one in the
backward, is considered as a candidate event for the ternary decay. In fact, by measuring 1)
the velocity vectors of the two fragments in the forward hemisphere and 2)the energy and the
average angle of the backward emitted fragments, the masses of the three fragments can be
extracted. With this triple coincidence geometry, it is possible to exclude triple coincidences
3from possible sequential fission, namely, three bodies in the final state as a consequence of
two sequential binary decays. Furthermore, it is important to perform the study with sev-
eral reactions in order to investigate the importance of the entrance channel which favors the
decay.
Chapter 1
Nuclear Fission
1.1 Introduction
The process of nuclear fission, namely the division of a nucleus in two lighter nuclei, was
first observed by O. Hahn and F. Strassmann in 1938 by chemical analysis while irradiating
natural uranium with thermal neutrons [1, 2]. In the same year of fission discovery, Meitner
and Frisch [3] explained the process qualitatively within the framework of the liquid drop
model (LDM) [4]. This process can take place either by nuclear reaction or spontaneously.
Nuclear fission is predominantly a binary process. The two newly produced nuclei, also
known as primary fragments, can be excited and evaporate neutrons. This process gives
rise to the so called secondary fragments of the primary binary splitting. Along with the
appearance of two fragments in the final state, a third light fragment, known as ternary
particle (TP), can be produced in one out of hundreds spontaneous fission binary events.
This process is known as ternary fission (TF). Indeed, the three fragments of TF can be the
consequence of a simultaneous breakup (direct mode) or a sequential decay (cascade mode).
These possibilities are schematically shown in Fig. 1.1 and are defined as it follows:
Spontaneous (Simultaneous or Direct) Ternary Fission
The decay of a nucleus into three fragments in one step is known as direct ternary fission [5].
A schematic representation of this process is given in Fig. 1.1a, where a fissioning nucleus
decays into fragments A1, A2, and A3.
4
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Sequential Ternary Fission
A heavy nucleus may decay into three fragments in two steps. The first step is the asymmet-
rical binary decay consisting of one light and one heavy fragment. When the heavy fragment
has a sufficiently high excitation energy, it may, in turn, decay into two fragments, within
a time scale of 10−20 seconds [5]. A schematic representation of this process is given in
Fig. 1.1b. Also in this case there are three fragments in the final state.
(a) Spontaneous (b) Sequential (c) Induced
Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of ternary fission processes.
Induced Ternary Fission
Direct and sequential ternary fission can occur both spontaneously or as a result of a collision
between heavy nuclei. In an induced ternary fission, three fragments are produced from an
intermediate nucleus. A schematic representation of this process is given in Fig. 1.1c. As
it will be discussed later on, not necessarily TF may proceed through a compound nucleus
stage.
The formation of three nearly equal mass fragments (A1 ' A2 ' A3) during these pro-
cesses is known as true ternary fission (TTF) [6]. TF has been observed experimentally and
occurs with much smaller probability (∼ 10−3) compared to the binary fission (BF). In the
TF, mostly alpha particles are emitted as ternary particles with the largest probability in the
direction perpendicular to the binary fission axis [7, 8]. This supports the idea that the third
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fragment appears from fluctuations in the neck region [6, 9].
1.2 Evidence of TTF
Recently, it has been claimed that TTF has been observed experimentally as a spontaneous
decay of 252C f and in the case of 235U bombarded with neutrons [10–13], using the missing
mass method and a double time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. These experiments have been
performed at the FOBOS setup [14]. It is claimed that, as predicted in many theoretical
studies [15, 16], TTF decay occurs dominantly in a collinear geometry when the three
fragments have strong connections with shell closures. It was therefore called collinear
cluster tripartition (CCT). Figure 1.2 shows the two-dimensional mass distribution (M2−M1)
of the two detected masses of the coincident fragments during these two experiments.
Figure 1.2a is for the case of spontaneous fission of 252C f , where the center line for the
measured total mass (Ms = M1 + M2 = 225 amu) is shown as a border line separating events
from normal BF. The symbols 1 and 2 are used to mark the conventional BF events.
(a) Spontaneous decay of 252Cf (b) 235U bombarded with neutrons
Figure 1.2: (Color online) Contour maps (in logarithmic scale, the steps between colors are approxi-
mately a factor 2.5) of the mass-mass distribution of the collinear fragments, detected in coincidence
in the two opposite arms of the FOBOS spectrometer (from [10]).
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The tails (marks 3 - 6) in the distribution indicate the scattering of fragments on both the
foils and on the grid edges of the stop avalanche counters and the ionization chambers.
Noticeably, a bump exists on the mark 7, on top of the tail 4. The bump is located in a
region corresponding to a large missing mass that indicates cluster tripartition in which three
fragments with comparable masses and with magic numbers of protons (Z1 = 50, Z2 = 28,
and Z3 = 20) are observed. Therefore, the spontaneous TTF channel observed as collinear
cluster tripartition (CCT) [10, 17] having masses close to the magic (132S n, 70Ni, and 48Ca)
isotopes, has a probability of not less than 4× 10−3 with respect to BF. This is larger than the
known TF accompanied by light charged particles (LCPs).
A bump similar to that marked by an arrow in Fig. 1.2a is again well pronounced as shown
in Fig. 1.2b for the case of 235U(nth, f ). The yield of the events in the bump is (5.1 ± 0.4) ×
10−3 relative to the total number of fission events detected. For this case, the authors also
concluded to observe the same CCT in the induced reaction 235U(nth, f ). The extensive
search for TTF as CCT on these experiments was performed by the group of D. Kamanin
[18]. It was found that the TTF is a rather probable channel with the yield ratio to the binary
one of about 10−4. CCT was much earlier associated with some of detected two-body events
in the reaction 40Ar +238 U [19].
A much earlier result was published by Rosen and Hudson [20] in 1950 for the induced
fission of 235U by thermal neutrons. They determined the frequency of TTF relative to the
frequency of BF by using a triple ionization chamber and coincidence counting method.
They reported the frequency of TTF to be 6.7±3.0 per 106 binary fission in 235U.
In 1961, Muga et al. investigated spontaneous TTF of 252C f [21–23] and thermal neu-
tron induced TTF of Uranium and Plutonium [22–26]. They photographed the tracks of three
fragments emitted in the spontaneous TTF of 252C f using a nuclear emulsion technique [21].
Later, using three semiconductor detectors arranged in a symmetric position (1200) around a
fission source in coincidence, they reported ternary yield of the order of 1.1×10−6 per binary
fission event of 252C f [22]. A detailed study of Cf, Pu, and U nuclei has been performed
by them in 1967 [23, 26], where they showed the energy spectra (shown in Fig. 1.3a) of
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individual fragments for both TTF and BF. Two peaks in the spectra of lightest mass frag-
ment (shown in Fig. 1.3b) were observed. Those were the evidence of light mass fragment
production in or near the range 30 − 40 amu and 50 − 60 amu of 240,242Pu∗ [24]
(a) Broken line represents the ternary
events and dashed line represents the bi-
nary events
(b) Dashed line represents the ternary
events and Broken line represents the
ternary events
Figure 1.3: (a) Fragments kinetic energy distribution and (b) Light-mass fragment distribution from
TTF and BF (from [23, 26]).
The cross section for both BF (3.0 ± 0.4 b) and TTF (1/30 of that for BF) was measured
by Fleischer et al. [27] for the reaction Ar + Th. Iyer and Cobble [28] showed the existence
of a TTF in the induced fission of 238U by intermediate-energy (20-120 MeV) helium ions
by measuring the absolute cross section of the fragments 24Na, 28Mg, 31S , 38S , 47Ca, 56Mn,
and 56Ni. They also showed that the probability of TTF increases with the increase in the
excitation energy of the parent nucleus. A high TTF to binary ratio of 4.3 ± 0.7% was
measured by Becker et al. [29] for the case of uranium irradiated with 540 MeV Fe ions.
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They also reported that TTF increases with excitation energy and with projectiles heavier
than Ar. Schall et al. [30] have searched with position sensitive ionization chambers for
a spontaneous TTF of 252C f and from the few events registered with relative angles around
θ = 120◦ in the laboratory reference frame, they deduced an upper limit of 8 × 10−8 per
binary fission. Stoenner et al. [31] deduced upper limits for the yields of Ar which are
reported to be three to seven orders of magnitude lower than those expected from thermal-
neutron induced ternary fission of 235U as described by Muga [23, 25, 26]. Vater et al.
experimentally deduced the ratio of TTF to BF to be (2.4 ± 1%) in the reaction of uranium
with 414 MeV Ar-ions [32].
From the very beginning of the discovery of binary nuclear fission [1, 2], the liquid drop
model (LDM) [4] was used to interpret this new phenomena of TTF. Present [33, 34] pointed
out as early as 1941 that a heavy nucleus surprisingly fissions into two fragments rather than
into three or more, even though division into three or more fragments would release more
energy (for details see section 1.2.1).
It is reported in [7] that a third light fragment, such as an α particle was produced in
90% of the cases of TF, a heavier helium in 9%, and a particle with Z > 2 in less than
1% in spontaneous fission. The probability of TF is found to decrease exponentially with
the increase of the TP mass [7]. The nomenclature of TF has been used for cases [7, 30]
where the third fragment is a light nucleus up to mass A = 30. The spontaneous emission of
the third fragment in the fission decay of heavy radioactive nuclei has been measured with a
large variety of light-charged ternary particles like 1,2,3H, 3,4,5,6,8He, 10Be, and 14C. They have
been observed in coincidence with the main fission fragments, in a direction perpendicular
to the fission axis [35–39]. Even heavier ternary particles like 14−18C, 16−18N, 20−22O, 20−25F,
21,23−25,27,28Ne, 24,25,27,28,30Na, 27,28,30,31,32Mg, 30,32,33Al, and 32−35S i have been observed [20,
27–29, 40–44]. In the neutron-induced fission of 242Am, ternary events with the isotopes
of F, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, and Si as ternary particles have been observed by Go¨nnenwein et al.
[41]. In another experiment by Ko¨ster et al. [42], the yields and energy distributions for the
isotopes of hydrogen to silicon as ternary particles were reported. The energy distribution
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and yields for various isotopes of lithium to silicon as ternary particles have been reported
by Tsekhanovich et al. [44]. This experiment also puts an upper limit of 1 × 10−8 on the
range of the yields for the heavier ternary particles like 39P and 40S .
1.2.1 Energy Balance in TTF
The energy released in multiple breakups was calculated by several physicists at the time of
TF discovery, for example Meiter and Frisch [3]. It was found that the amount of energy
release was quite large (200 - 205 MeV) due to high binding energy (BE) per nucleon (BE/A).
Theoretically, it was pointed out by Present [34] in 1941 that Uranium tripartition would
release about 20 MeV more energy than the binary one. The decay energy for fission of a
nucleus into n about equally sized fragments and its dependence on Z2/A parameter (which
is related to the fissility parameter χ, see definition 1.3.1 later on), has been calculated by
Swiatecki [45] for different values of n. The results of Ref. [45] (shown in Fig. 1.4) can be
summarized as it follows:
Figure 1.4: Decay energy of an ideal, electrically charged liquid drop as a function of fissionability
parameter χ and of the value of Z2/A (from [45]).
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1. if Z2/A < 30.5, binary fission (BF) is energetically more favorable than all other
fission processes;
2. if 30.5 < Z2/A < 43.3 (elements from 83Bi to 100Fm), TF is energetically more
favorable than other processes;
3. if Z2/A > 43.3, multiple fission becomes more and more energetic, meaning that
fission into four fragments releases the largest amount of energy.
A tripartition (n = 3) into equal masses becomes exothermic for χ ≥ 0.426 and from χ =
0.611 onward, its energy gain is greater than the BF case. With increasing charge of the
nucleus, fission into even more fragments becomes energetically favorable. It is important
to remark that this conclusion involves only the initial and final states of the fission process
and gives no information about the barriers or fission probabilities, nor on the decay mode
or time scale.
1.2.2 Barrier Height
Multi-fragment fission is a rare process because not only the energy balance but also the
height of the fission barrier is responsible for determining the yields of the process. A more
detailed analysis of the saddle and scission shapes were undertaken by Diehl and Greiner
[46]. On the basis of a two-center shell model [47] and a three-center shell model [48–
50], they built potential energy surfaces (PES) vs. different shape parameters. With a more
complex parametrization of the shapes they showed that it is possible to study the paths in the
PES bringing to prolate (collinear) or oblate (equilateral) configurations of the three nascent
fragments, and to provide an explanation of the lower ternary decay probability. In short,
TF path is double-humped, and the second barrier (second saddle) is more than three times
higher than the liquid-drop barriers for the BF path. An increase in the charge leads to a
gradual reduction of the second barrier which eventually disappears. At this point the choice
of the fission mode depends on dynamical effects. However, for heavier nuclei, the barriers
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for TF are only slightly higher than the case of BF [46]. Hence nuclear tripartition could be
more likely which well confirms the pioneering experimental work by Fleischer et al [27].
For this reason, TF is also an extremely important ingredient of the r-process nucleosynthesis
being competitive with β-delayed fission [51] for heavy nuclei in the range of Z2/A > 30.5.
(a) Binary fission (b) Ternary fission
Figure 1.5: Barrier heights (in units of MeV) for the fission of nuclei along the β stability valley as a
function of temperature and mass number (from [52]).
Later on, barrier height calculations for BF and TF were also performed by Royer and
Mignen [52] within the rotational LDM at finite temperatures and including the nuclear
proximity energy as a function of the temperature of the nucleus. Fig. 1.5 shows that in
the mass region around 200, barrier height of BF is about 20 MeV for zero temperature,
whereas for TF barrier height is about two times higher. For larger masses, both barriers
reach gradually similar values as in [46]. With increasing temperature, all fission barriers
decrease because the main temperature effect is to reduce the surface tension of the rotating
drop. An early study on TF within the more sophisticated three-center shell model [48]
shows that shell closures play a very important role and may significantly reduce the ternary
fission barriers even for oblate deformations of very heavy nuclei. Shell closures may favor
TTF, with respect to BF, in cases where combinations of fragments having a magic number
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of neutrons or protons are possible.
1.3 Role of Potential Energy Surface
It has been demonstrated that in heavy ion collisions at energies around the Coulomb barrier
shell effects have a strong influence upon the evolution of heavy nuclear systems. If the time
evolution of the nuclear system during a reaction is represented in terms of the time evolution
of some collective variables connected by a driving multidimensional potential, the nuclear
Figure 1.6: (a) Driving potential for the nuclear system formed in 48Ca+248Cm collision (from [53]).
The solid lines with arrows show schematically (without fluctuations) the quasi-fission trajectories
going to the lead and tin valleys. The dashed curves correspond to fusion (CN formation) and fission
processes. (b) Mass-TKE distribution of reaction fragments in collision of 48Ca with 248Cm at 203
MeV center-of-mass energy (from [66]).
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dynamics is driven mainly by the multidimensional potential energy surface. The most rel-
evant collective variables are the distance between the nuclear centers of the emerging frag-
ments (elongation), surface deformations, mutual orientations of deformed nuclei and charge
and mass asymmetries.
At low excitation energies the nuclear system creeps along the valleys of the potential
energy caused by the nascent fragments magic structure. Starting from an injection point,
namely, the entrance channel asymmetry and interaction energy, the nuclear system falls in
the local minima of this potential surface and finally splashes out in the exit channels with
formation of energetically favorable closed shell nuclei. The potential energy of any physical
system is a key quantity which determines its properties and time evolution. For instance, in
the case of 48Ca +248 Cm reaction [53], PES can drive the nuclear system via fission and QF
(shown in Fig. 1.6). The effect of the QF on the symmetric component can also be explained
by the potential energy surface of this reaction.
Figure 1.7: Potential energy surface as a function of charge number of ternary fission of 252C f (from
[60]).
TTF has also been the subject of several recent theoretical studies concerning 252C f
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[54, 55] based on PES calculated by a three cluster model (TCM) [54–61] (Details shown in
Appendix D). The relative yields of all possible ternary fragmentations of 252C f satisfying
the condition A1 ≥ A2 ≥ A3 have been computed in equatorial and collinear configurations.
As a consequence of strong shell effects, the potential shows minima when fragments are
magic nuclei and it is shown in Fig. 1.7.
In particular, calculations reveal that the collinear configuration increases the probability
of emission of heavy fragments like 48Ca and its neighboring nuclei as the third fragment.
The model indicates that the collinear configuration is the preferred one for the intermediate
nuclei 48Ca, 50Ca, 54Ti, and 60Cr as the third fragment, whereas the equatorial configuration
may be a preferred configuration for lighter nuclei.
1.3.1 Ternary Quasifission of heavy nuclear systems
Three-body decay may also be explored in quasifission (QF) if one takes advantage of the
fact that this process is strongly influenced by the shell closure of the emerging fragments
[62], namely by the PES of the nucleus built on the total number of protons and neutrons.
The idea of TTF driven by shell effects was also proposed by Zagrebaev and Greiner [53].
On the basis of the potential surfaces built with a two-center shell model [47], it was
shown that it is possible to explain an enormous set of experimental data on the Mass-TKE
distributions of binary reactions between heavy nuclei leading to QF. At the same time it is
possible to predict possible decay paths leading to three-body decay of fragments of close-by
masses. These paths are only possible because of shell effects. A reported case is the one
of 248Cm [53], where potential energy of the three-body contact configuration is shown in
Fig. 1.8. As it can be seen, this nucleus preferably decays in two (tin-like and palladium-
like) fragments. The potential energy smoothly increases with increasing charge of the third
nucleus and no other local deep minima appear on the potential energy surface. Though the
combinations like Te-O-Kr or Sn-O-Sr are located not so high up on the potential energy
surface (10-20 MeV), and they are quite reachable due to fluctuations at several tens of MeV
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Figure 1.8: Landscape of the potential energy surface for three-body clusterization of 248Cm (from
[53]).
of excitation energy.
Furthermore, it is found that with increasing mass number of the heavy nucleus more
and more possibilities for its clusterization appear [53]. Very recent calculations based on
a macroscopic approach [50] show how a TTF path emerges from a proper shell correction
on the top of a macroscopic liquid drop potential.
Figure 1.9: Landscape of potential energy of three body configurations formed in collision of
238U +238 U (from [63]).
TTF are also predicted for giant nuclear systems where no fusion is possible at all. If one
considers that nuclear structure may significantly influence the nucleon flow in dissipative
heavy ion collisions, the system 238U + 238U [63] may end up into three fragments in the
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final states because the PES drives the mass transfer. From Fig. 1.9 its possible to see that
there are several minima in the potential energy and some of them corresponds to TTF. Even
without forming a compound nucleus (CN), TTF might be possible if mass transfer is driven
by shell effects. This process may be termed as three-body QF. In this giant system, shell
effects significantly reduce the potential energy of the three-cluster configurations formed by
two strongly bound lead like fragments and one oxygen fragment caused by the N = 126 and
Z = 82 nuclear shells. Other than this, there is another minima in the PES which indicate
TTF as a Hg, Cr, and Hg fragments is also caused by the N = 126 and Z = 82 nuclear shells.
The mechanism of QF [64–66] can be an effective pathway to induce TTF. A clear
picture of the process and what enhances or hinders it, is needed to be discussed. It is
important to explain the properties of QF as a heavy ion reaction mechanism, since by using
these properties, we aim at populating the PES valley corresponding to a three-body decay
in the final stage. Among all the reaction channels, complete fusion and QF are competing
processes [67–70]. QF is the strong counteracting binary process which is a transitional
mechanism between deep inelastic collisions [71] (formation of projectile-like and target-
like fragments) and complete fusion. During the QF process, the composite system separates
in two main fragments without forming a CN. Even though the Coulomb barrier is overcome
(intermediate stage), QF is the most important mechanism that prevents the formation of
super heavy element (SHE) in the fusion of heavy nuclei. Three criteria are widely used to
identify the presence or onset of QF:
• Charge product of reaction partners Z1Z2 (Coulomb factor) which is related to
Coulomb barrier in the entrance channel. The threshold value of Z1Z2 for the ap-
pearance of QF is set to 1600 by the calculations of Swiatecki [72] and enough well
verified experimentally (i.e., QF appears when Z1Z2 > 1600).
• Entrance channel mass asymmetry,
α0 = (Apro jectile − Atarget)/(Apro jectile + Atarget),
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where Apro jectile is the mass number of projectile and Atarget is the mass number of
target. With decreasing α0, cross-section for QF increases. The estimate of mass
asymmetry for the appearance of QF can be qualitatively given in the frame work of
the Businaro-Gallone picture. According to this, QF appears for systems with entrance
channel mass asymmetry lower than the Businaro-Gallone mass asymmetry (αBG) de-
fined as [73]:
αBG = 0, when χCN < 0.396
αBG = 1.12
√
χCN − 0.396
χCN − 0.156 , when χCN > 0.396
where χCN is the fissility parameter which is defined as,
χCN =
E0c
2E0s
=
Z2/A
(2as/ac)
[
1 − K {(N − Z)/A}2
] , (1.3.1)
where E0c is Coulomb energy, E
0
s is the surface tension, ac and as are related to param-
eters E0c and E
0
s respectively, and K is the surface asymmetry constant.
• Mean fissility parameter (χm) which is defined as a linear combination between effec-
tive fissility parameter (χe f f ) and true fissility parameter (χCN) reflecting the stability
of CN with respect to fission. The mean fissility parameter was mentioned in [74]:
χm = 0.75χe f f + 0.25χCN .
The effective fissility parameter is connected with repulsive and attractive forces in the
entrance channel by the following relation [75]:
χe f f =
4Z1Z2/
{
A1/31 A
1/3
2
(
A1/31 + A
1/3
2
)}
50.883
{
1 − 1.7826
(
ACN−2ZCN
ACN
)2} .
From the analysis of a large data set of mass-angle distributions of fission-like frag-
ments obtained in the reaction with heavy ions [74] it has been found that the QF
onsets for reactions with χm > 0.68 and becomes dominant at χm > 0.765.
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Indeed the three mentioned criteria are not exhaustive. For instance, the ground state shapes
of the interacting nuclei are not taken into account. Coulomb barrier and the distance be-
tween the centers of the colliding nuclei changes by the relative orientation of deformed
nuclei. Also relative orientation leads to a change in the balance between repulsive and at-
tractive forces. A higher formation probability of a CN is expected when two interacting
nuclei touch each other by their lateral surfaces (near-side collisions); on the other hand,
when nuclei touch each other by their poles (near-tip collisions), a higher QF probability is
expected in the elongated configuration. For the first time, the impact of nuclear orientation
effects on QF was noticed experimentally in the reactions with deformed nuclei 12C + 232Th,
16O + 238U [76–78]. Later on, orientation effect was also widely studied in the reactions
48Ca + 144,154S m [79, 80], 16O + 238U, 30S i + 238U, 34S + 238U [67, 81–84].
Signatures of QF: An example that highlights the relative contributions of CNF and QF to
symmetric splitting is the work of Shen et al. [69]. The reactions 22Ne+249C f , 26Mg+248Cm,
36S +238 U, and 58Fe+208 Pb are supposed to form the nuclei 271−274Hs starting from different
entrance channel asymmetry. It is important to note that all reaction partners, except 208Pb,
are well deformed nuclei. In the reactions with deformed nuclei the PES strongly depends
on the relative orientation of the reaction partners. Fig. 1.10 gives a clear progression of
the Mass-TKE distribution shapes with decreasing entrance mass asymmetry and increasing
Coulomb repulsion. It is clearly seen that even at similar CN excitation energies the Mass-
TKE distributions are quite different for these reactions.
In the case of the reactions 22Ne + 249C f and 26Mg + 248Cm, the mass distributions have
a near Gaussian shape with no evidence for asymmetric fission. The reactions are considered
to be mainly CNF process.
For the 36S + 238U reaction the mass distributions of the fission like fragments change
remarkably. This difference in mass distributions for the 26Mg + 248Cm and 36S + 238U
reactions is connected with an increasing contribution of the QF process for the 36S -induced
reaction. At low excitation energies QF is the dominant process for the reaction 36S + 238U.
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At higher excitation energies the mass distribution becomes symmetric and similar to the
reaction 26Mg + 248Cm though due to a remaining trace of QF slightly wider. At energies
below the Coulomb barrier the mass distributions of fission like fragments formed in this
reaction are dominantly asymmetric.
Figure 1.10: Mass-TKE distributions of fragments at energies above the Coulomb barrier. From left
to right the entrance channel mass asymmetry decreases, and the Coulomb factor Z1Z2 increases.
Solid curves in the average TKE and its variance are the expectation for CNF (from [69]).
In the case of the reaction 58Fe + 208Pb the Mass-TKE distribution has a wide two-
humped shape even at 48 MeV excitation energy. For this reaction the QF process dominates
at energies below and above the Coulomb barrier. The large overlap between QF fragments,
quasi-elastic and deep-inelastic events is observed due to the fact that one of the partners is
doubly magic lead.
The progression in the Mass-TKE distribution, which makes one to invoke QF mecha-
nism, is also reflected in the other two observables, the average TKE and the variance of
the TKE distribution for a fixed mass split σ2T KE. Both these observables deviate from the
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expectation of the systematics based on CNF [85]. In particular, the deviations observed in
the reaction 58Fe + 208Pb are a signature of the fact that QF process is dominant with respect
to CNF in the full mass range.
Shell effects of QF: Shell closures in nuclei have a great impact in QF that can be con-
firmed by Mass-TKE distribution. The Mass-TKE distributions of two reactions 48Ca + 168Er
and 12C + 204Pb leading to the same CN 216Ra is shown in Fig. 1.11 [86]. Despite the exci-
tation energy was around 40 MeV in both cases, the mass distribution of fragments obtained
Figure 1.11: Mass-TKE of the correlated fission fragments from the reactions 12C + 204Pb (left
panels) and 48Ca + 168Er (right panels) as a function of fragment mass M: a) and c) show the
two-dimensional matrices (M,TKE); b) and d) show the integrated mass distributions. Solid curves
are Gaussian fits to the symmetric (central) components and open circles (right-hand panel only)
correspond to the extracted asymmetric contribution (from [86]).
in the reaction 48Ca + 168Er shows two wide asymmetric shoulders. With the increase
of excitation energy, the contribution to QF decreases. There is no asymmetric shoulders
observed in the mass distributions of fission fragments formed in the reaction 12C + 204Pb.
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Therefore, this asymmetric mode in the case of the reaction 48Ca + 168Er is not due the
formation of a CN after complete fusion, but might be the result of the QF process. In the
fission fragment Mass-TKE distribution for the reaction with 48Ca, shell effects are clearly
seen.
It is possible to explain the contribution to the QF by the PES (Fig. 1.12) as calculated by
Zagrebaev et al. [87], with a two-center shell model [47], as function of the mass asymmetry
and elongation of the dinucleus. The two reactions correspond to two different entrance
points in the PES. In the case of the 12C, the contact point favors the path which leads to the
CN that will fission symmetrically. In the case of the 48Ca reaction, two optimal paths are
possible, the symmetric one and the one that brings to a scission in the channel 132S n + 84S r
without forming a CN. This minimum in the PES is determined by the doubly magic 132S n.
The mass distributions for two reactions are also shown in bottom-right corner. The two
paths in the 48Ca reaction result in the overlap of a symmetric peak and two asymmetric
shoulders.
Figure 1.12: Potential energy as function of mass asymmetry and elongation of composite system
216Ra (from [87]).
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The importance of the shell effects still holds when heavier systems are considered. It
is known that in superheavy composite systems QF mainly leads to the formation of asym-
metric fragments with mass asymmetry ∼ 0.4 [88]. This type of QF process, the so-called
asymmetric quasifission (QFasym), is characterized by asymmetric angular distributions in
the center-of-mass system and thus fast reaction times (∼ 10−21s) [68, 74]. The TKE for
these fragments is observed to be higher than that for CNF and hence this process is colder
than CNF. Due to this reason shell effects in QF are more pronounced [66].
Besides the asymmetric component, the symmetric component may be affected by the
presence of the QF process. Consequently, the question of whether the symmetric fragments
originate from CNF or QF processes (QFsym) arises (shown in Fig. 1.6). Furthermore, the
angular distribution for all these mass-symmetric fragments is symmetric with respect to 900
in the center-of-mass system and the estimated reaction time is ∼ 10−20s, typical for CNF
processes [68, 89]. The overlap of CNF and QF in the symmetric mass region constitutes an
inescapable problem when the CNF cross section has to be estimated.
The fission fragments produced in the QFasym are strongly influenced by the nuclear
shell closure. Generally, in heavy ion induced reaction, shell closure follow Z = 82 and
N = 126 which is doubly magic 208Pb nucleus. Fragments mass distribution of heavy ion
reactions shows a wide two humped shape. The Mass-TKE distributions of binary fragments
obtained in the reactions of 36S , 48Ca, 64Ni ions with Uranium target at energies close to the
Coulomb barrier were calculated in [90] and the results are shown in Fig. 1.13. The Coulomb
factors (Z1Z2) for three reactions 36S + 238U, 48Ca + 238U and 64Ni + 238U are 1472, 1840,
and 2576 respectively. Mass-TKE distributions of three systems have typical wide two-
humped shape caused by QF under the influence of closed shells with Z = 82 and N = 50,
126. In fact, as it was shown in Ref. [91], for the 48Ca + 238U reaction the maximum yield
corresponds to fragments with masses 208u. The QFasym peak shifts to more symmetric
masses for reaction with lighter projectiles [92]. On the other hand, for the heavier projectile
64Ni the maximum yield of QFasym fragments corresponds to the heavy mass 215u [91]. The
driving potentials at scission point calculated with NRV code [93] using the proximity model
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Figure 1.13: Top: Mass-TKE distributions for the reactions 36S , 48Ca, 64Ni + 238U at energies close
to the Coulomb barrier; bottom: open circles are mass distributions for fission-like fragments inside
the contour line on Mass-TKE matrices and solid lines are the driving potentials as a function of
mass (from [90]).
together with experimental mass distributions are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1.13. It
is clearly seen that the minimum of the driving potential corresponds to the maximum of
the yield of QFasym fragments. The features of QFasym are essentially determined by the
potential energy of the composite system whereas the feeding of the various valleys (namely,
the relative contribution of QF to the capture cross section) mainly depends on the reaction
entrance channel properties and on the dynamics. So, Fig. 1.13 reflects that shell effects truly
play an important role in determining the fate of a binary reaction.
To have better explanation of entrance channel effect to formation of QFasym fragments,
the mass distributions of fission-like fragments obtained in the reactions 36S + 238U and
26Mg + 248Cm having same CN 274Hs∗ are shown in Fig. 1.14. Despite of same CN, the
position of the QFasym peaks changes [92] from 200u for 36S + 238U to 185u for 26Mg +
248Cm. According to the multimodal fission [94], the position of each mode determined
by the nuclear shells is constant for specific CN and only the relative contribution of each
mode varies in dependence of excitation energy which is dissimilar in this case. Thus, for
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Figure 1.14: Mass distributions for fission-like fragments formed in the reactions 26Mg + 248Cm and
36S + 238U at energy below the Coulomb barrier. Red curves are fusion fission components estimated
from TKE analysis, blue curves are QF components (from [92]).
more asymmetric reactions the Coulomb repulsion is expected to be smaller. For lighter
projectiles this may lead to longer reaction times before separation for QFasym and thus to
larger numbers of exchanged nucleons.
QF is still a subject of intense experimental investigation and a complete picture of this
process is still lacking. Signatures of QF are found in different probes and a unique system-
atic behavior is still to emerge. QF arises with different characteristics in different observ-
ables depending also on the time scale [95]. Therefore measurement of Mass and TKE are
the only way to distinguish between the two QF paths and to mitigate the risk to confuse
the fusion cross section with a large part of the QF cross section. This point clarifies why it
is so important to study Mass-TKE distribution for the QF process and its competition with
CN formation. A reliable estimate of the fission cross section is in fact a decisive step in the
search of the optimal reaction to produce superheavy elements.
From the discussion given above, it is clear that the PES can describe the output channels
which are strongly connected with shell closure. Some of the minima in the PES can drive
the system to TTF. It means that not necessarily the system will proceed through a formation
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of a CN. TTF can be produced without any fusion of the nuclei. This has been shown in
Fig. 1.8 [53] and 1.9 [63].
1.4 Purpose of the thesis
This work is the first step of an experimental program set up to search for TTF induced by
shell effects at near barrier energy. The program is inspired by the characteristics of QF that
could drive the intermediate nuclear system to ternary decay at final stage without forming
a compound nucleus. In almost all the previous works, people were looking for TTF in
the spontaneous fission case. But nobody was completely successful in this search mission.
Several works were done for neutron-induced ternary fission of 233U, 235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu
[96–101]. On the other hand, a very few theoretical works [63] were done for ‘heavy ion-
induced’ ternary fission, which seems to be a very favorable pathway for TTF. But there is
no experimental work done in this regard yet.
Therefore the aim was to start an experimental program to explore the production of
ternary decays in heavy ion-induced reactions at energies around the Coulomb barrier. In
such reactions, the advantage is that it is possible to detect all the fragments and rebuild the
total mass from the kinematics, with respect to the case of spontaneous fission [10].
Specifically, the study is focused on the binary and ternary decay of the following three
reactions:
1. 37Cl + 208Pb → 245Es,
2. 40Ar + 205Tl → 245Es, and
3. 40Ar + 208Pb → 248Fm.
For the above mentioned reactions, several shell closures may favor TTF. The potential
energy has been calculated by TCM (shown in Appendix D) where fragments have shell clo-
sures. The calculated potential favors the possibility of observing TTF. Some of the possible
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Reactions A1 A2 A3
Qgg MeV
Qgg[37Cl] MeV Qgg[40Ar] MeV
132S n 65Cu 48Ca 134.52 129.17
119S b 78Ni 48Ca 114.32 108.97
37Cl + 208Pb 132S n 73Cu 40Ca 116.87 111.52
127S b 78Ni 40Ca 102.17 96.82
40Ar + 205Tl 151Eu 78Ni 16O 60.01 54.66
181Lu 48Ca 16O 40.25 34.90
132S n 56Ni 57S c 97.65 92.30
132S n 68Zn 48Ca 133.99
122Te 78Ni 48Ca 111.88
132S n 76Zn 40Ca 116.91
40Ar + 208Pb 130Te 78Ni 40Ca 99.54
154Gd 78Ni 16O 55.78
184H f 48Ca 16O 33.68
132S n 56Ni 60Ti 95.99
Table 1.1: Major features of some TTF reaction channels.
TTF channels are shown in Table 1.1. It is remarkable that these channels have large positive
Q-values, the positive implication of which is the higher velocity and energy ranges in the
lab frame.
The choice of the first two reactions is necessary to evaluate the importance of the en-
trance channel in favoring the mass transfer toward TTF. In reaction 1, the target is a double
magic nucleus and in reaction 2, none of the partners of the second reaction is a magic
nucleus. Shell effects should be also considered in relation to the reaction time: nucleon
transfer may be more facilitated by starting from nuclei without shell closures, and the sec-
ond reaction may be more suitable for short reaction times typical of QF or multinucleon
transfer. In other words, the relation between reaction time and nucleons rearrangements is
a crucial point. Thus, the comparison between the first two reactions of the production rate
may provide further information on the transfer probability in relation to the characteristics
of the entrance channel. The third reaction is analyzed for different lab energies to build an
excitation function.
The branching ratio of TF with respect to BF is a matter of controversy and being TF an
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Reactions
Elab Ec.m. VB Qfusion E
∗
CN ϑ
lab
gr
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (deg)
37Cl + 208Pb 195 165 154 -120 45 103
40Ar + 205Tl 193 161 160 -125 36 133
40Ar + 208Pb 193 162 162 -129 33 139
40Ar + 208Pb 230 193 162 -129 64 77
Table 1.2: Major entrance channel features of the reactions.
exotic process, theoretical and experimental understanding is not completely achieved. Such
a study may help us, with a proper comparisons with models, to understand the conditions
of the nucleus at scission and to provide important information on the role of the structure of
the emerging fragments.
Given the reactions above, the bombarding energy was chosen according to the Coulomb
barrier expected for the specific entrance channel. Some of the main entrance channel fea-
tures are summarized in Table 1.2
1.4.1 Observables and detection geometry
A. Binary Fragments Detection
The observables of choice for these reactions are the velocity vectors of the binary frag-
ments. Considering the two-body in-plane kinematics in Fig. 1.15, we plan to detect two
fragments in the forward directions by placing two time of flight arms symmetrically around
the beam (at 65◦) at the folding angle for symmetric decay, following TKE Viola systematics.
Asymmetric decays are also detected considering detector openings.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.15: Two body kinematics plot for symmetric fission: (a) for composite system 245Es produced
by first two reactions and (b) for composite system 248Fm produced by third reactions.
The detection scheme of choice is shown in Fig. 1.16.
Figure 1.16: Proposed detection geometry for the binary decay.
B. Ternary Fragments Detection
Because of the types of detectors available, the observables of choice are the velocity vectors
of two fragments and energy of the third one. Considering the three body in-plane kinematics
in Fig. 1.17 (shown for first reaction), two fragments, with different masses, are detected at
forward angles, at a folding angle smaller than the one of the symmetric fission, and the
third fragment at the corresponding backward angle. It is important to remark that both
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arms in the forward hemisphere are placed at the same angle with respect to the beam, on
the opposite side, because this establishes a strong constraint on the 3-body kinematics to
eliminate overlap with sequential fission events (see later). Therefore, the detection scheme
of choice is shown in Fig. 1.18. The kinematics calculation of direct ternary fission process
are given in appendix A.
Figure 1.17: Three body kinematics plot of three body decay of interest for 37Cl + 208Pb → 132S n +
65Cu + 48Ca case.
By taking advantage of the 3-body kinematics, events characterised by the coincidence
between three detectors, two in the forward (at 40◦) and one in the backward (at 100◦), are
considered candidate for a ternary decay. In fact, by measuring the velocity vectors of the two
fragments in the forward hemisphere and the energy and the average angle of the backward
emitted fragments we can extract an estimate of the masses of the three fragments.
Figure 1.18: Proposed detection geometry for the ternary decay.
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The triple coincidence geometry adopted can exclude all the ternary coincidences from
the sequential fission (again three body in the final state) as it will be shown later. Further-
more, we can extract the branching ratio between the binary and ternary decay. A by-product
of this setup is also the unknown mass distribution of 245Es produced via two different en-
trance channels.
B.1 Energy and Angle Correlations:
It was very important to compute energy-angle correlations not only to setup correctly
the dynamic ranges of the detectors, but also to avoid the overlap between direct (or simul-
taneous) breakup and sequential breakup. To our knowledge there are no data available on
the energy of the fragments in 3-body decay except for the case in ref. [102] where an en-
ergy distribution peaked around 100 MeV for each of the three fragments was found in the
reactions 40Ar + 238U and 22Ne + 238U. Keeping this in mind and the large Q-value for
tripartition in Table 1.1, we have computed the angular correlation between the fragments
for various energies. The angular correlation of all three (132S n, 65Cu, and 48Ca) fragments
in terms of 48Ca energy are plotted in Fig. 1.19.
Figure 1.19: Angular correlation of three (132S n, 65Cu, and 48Ca) fragments in terms of 48Ca energy.
It is clear that 132S n and 65Cu angles at 400 allow 48Ca at different angles which are
almost all in backward directions. Detection of 48Ca at 100◦ results in an energy around 180
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MeV. Therefore it is relatively easy to detect and identify the three fragments because of
their high energy, which is also large enough to distinguish true ternary decay from all other
three body decays, like the ones which involve α particles.
Figure 1.20: Possible double kinematics energy solution for 132S n and 65Cu for a fixed energy of
48Ca. The angles are refereed to the lab reference frame.
Anther important signature of a true three-body decay is the observation of multiple
kinematics solutions. This is shown in Fig. 1.20. An optimal selection of detection geometry
and dynamic ranges of the detectors are of great help to unequivocally identify a true three-
body decay. This is the case of the geometry chosen in Fig. 1.18.
B.2 Sequential Three Body Decay:
The kinematics of a sequential 3-body decay is shown in Fig. 1.21. Because of the boost
of the center of mass velocity the angular distribution is squeezed in the forward hemisphere.
From the diagram, 3-body sequential kinematics can be computed. For instance, first a
two-body step into M23 and M1 (113In and 132S n) is supposed, and then in a second two-
body step M23 (113In) decays in M2 and M3 (65Cu and 48Ca). The angular correlations in
this specific case are shown in Fig. 1.22. Without showing more plots, in all the cases
explored there is no possibility that by kinematics or energy range a direct 3-body decay can
be misidentified with a sequential one. The kinematics calculation of such process are given
in appendix F.
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Figure 1.21: Velocity diagram for a 3-body sequential fission.
Figure 1.22: Angular correlations for a specific 3-body sequential fission.
Having in mind the mentioned kinematics relations, the plan is to use four TOF arms (two
for binary at 65◦ and two for ternary decay at 40◦ on each side of the beam direction) from
the 8piLP-CORSET setup [103] coupled with six 8piLP ∆E-E Telescopes. Telescopes were
placed at the backward hemisphere, in-plane with the arms of the TOF spectrometer, three
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on each side of the beam, to cover the angular range between 100◦ and 160◦. The high time
and angular resolutions of the TOF spectrometers permitted the setting of a minimum TOF
distance of (22 cm) that allows a mass resolution of 2-4 amu in the best operating conditions.
The working principle of the detectors used in the setup are illustrated in chapter 2 and
the major features of the setup are given in appendix B. Besides that, Mass-Energy recon-
struction for both binary (in section 3.3.1) and ternary fission (in section 3.3.2) are given in
section 3.3.
1.5 Outline of the thesis
The thesis is structured according to the following scheme:
Chapter 2: Experimental Setup and DAQ system
It is mainly devoted to the experimental setup and data acquisition system. The working
principle, data acquisition system, and features of actual setup of all detectors are discussed.
At the end of the chapter, the method for mass-energy extraction is also given.
Chapter 3: Data Analysis
The procedure of detector calibration are explained for three different reactions. The first
part is devoted to flight path and time-of-flight measurements. The methods of calculating
masses, velocities, and Mass-energy distribution are also mentioned. The chapter ends by
explaining the energy loss correction of the reaction fragments.
Chapter 4: Experimental Results
This chapter includes the most important experimental results in the binary and ternary
channels.
Conclusions and Remarks:
Here the main results obtained are finally summarized. Highlights for future perspectives
are also given.
Appendices:
Appendix A: The kinematics of direct ternary fission are presented.
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Appendix B: All major features of the setup are explained briefly.
Appendix C: Calibration Parameters used to do data analysis are listed.
Appendix D: The potential energy are calculated for all conducted reactions for direct ternary
fission case by using three cluster model.
Appendix E: The calculations for determining three masses in case of direct ternary fission
are given.
Appendix F: The kinematics for sequential ternary fission are presented.
Chapter 2
Experimental Setup and DAQ system
2.1 Introduction
To study the dynamics of interaction between two heavy nuclei and the properties of collec-
tive motion of nucleons inside a nucleus, multidetector systems are typically used. In binary
reactions, detection of both fragments provides the most important information about the
interaction. Several methods have been used for fission fragments detection such as mea-
suring the energies of coincident fragments (2E method) [104], measuring the velocities of
coincident fragments (2V method), and measuring both energy and velocity of a single frag-
ment (E-V method), measuring the energies and velocities of coincident fragments (2E-2V
method). In the 2V method, the TOFs and positions of the two coincident fragments are
measured. One important requirement is that the start detector of the TOF system must be so
thin that the velocity of a detected particle flying through it varies within the narrowest lim-
its. Ionization spark chambers having a much better energy resolution than semiconductor
detectors are frequently used in measurements by the 2E method. However, these chambers
are unsuitable for experiments with a charged particle beam due to a considerable increase in
the background level and a high ionization of the working gas by bombarding particles. Gas-
filled counters [105] have been also selected to perform these tasks. A drawback of gas-filled
detector systems is that at least two thick foils are used in a start detector to isolate its gas
volume from the vacuum volume of the reaction chamber. These foils lead to high energy
36
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losses, which needs to be corrected for, and multiple scattering of the detected particles with
a consequential broadening of the position detected. The final result is usually a poor mass
resolution.
By considering all the above mentioned setup and corresponding problems, the CORSET
(CORelation SETup) [103] TOF spectrometer has been developed for detecting binary prod-
ucts. Four CORSET arms coupled with six ∆E - E Telescopes and beam monitoring system
constitute the complete setup. The mounted experimental setup inside the scattering cham-
ber is shown in Fig. 2.1. The schematic layout is shown in Fig. 2.2. The reasons for choosing
such geometrical configurations were explained in the previous chapter in section 1.4.1.
Figure 2.1: Complete experimental setup inside scattering chamber.
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Figure 2.2: Layout of the experimental setup.
2.2 Detectors
The working principle of the TOF arm, particularly start and stop detectors, ∆E - E Tele-
scopes, and beam monitoring system are briefly given below.
2.2.1 TOF Arm
Each TOF arm of the spectrometer consists of a compact Start detector (ST) and a position
sensitive Stop detector (SP), both based on micro channel plates (MCP) (Fig. 2.3). Depend-
ing on the reaction under investigation, the arms can be positioned at different angles with
respect to the beam axis. The distance between the start and stop detectors of each arm (the
flight path) usually ranges from 10 to 25 cm, and the distance from the start detector to the
target is usually around 3 to 5 cm. In the typical operating conditions, the time resolution is
between 100 - 150 ps and the angular resolution is 0.3◦. These time and angular resolutions
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Figure 2.3: A CORSET arm consists of a Start and a Stop detectors.
of the spectrometers permit the setting of minimum time-of-flight (TOF) distance without
significant deterioration of the mass resolution. With a TOF distance of 20 cm, it is possible
to reach 2 to 3 amu of mass resolution.
By measuring the time of flight and the position hit by the ion on the stop detector it
is possible to reconstruct the velocity vector of the impinging ion by using trivial geomet-
rical transformations. Corrections are applied for the energy lost by the ion in the entrance
window. Since the mass and charge of this ion is unknown, a recursive procedure is used
by applying the two-body kinematics as explained later on. In any case, the thickness of
the entrance foil of the start detector (see next section) is chosen so to make this correction
negligible enough.
Start Detector with an Electrostatic Mirror
The start detector consists of a conversion foil, an accelerating grid, an electrostatic mirror,
and a chevron assembly of two MCP [106]. The real image and schematic diagram of the
detector is presented in Fig. 2.4. A Mylar foil (70-150 µg/cm2 thick) sputtered with gold
or aluminum (20-30 µg/cm2 thick) is used as a electron conversion foil at the entrance of
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Figure 2.4: Picture and schematic diagram of the start detector with an electrostatic mirror.
the start detector. Mylar is sputtered for increasing the secondary yield of electrons. When
the reaction fragments pass through the conversion foil they knock out electrons which are
subsequently accelerated up to ∼3 keV. Electrons are accelerated in the electric field between
the foil and accelerating grid. Then these electrons are deflected by electrostatic mirror grid
at 90◦ and finally they hit the chevron MCP assembly. Electrons generated from any points of
the conversion foil passes the same distance up to the MCP assembly that makes the output
signals position independent.
It is a matter of attention to consider that when fragments passes through the conversion
foil, it may slightly change its velocity as well as direction. Therefore, one must take into
account the energy lost by a particle in its passage through the conversion foil. Indeed the
energy loss are usually around few MeV which is 2-5% of the initial energy, and the smearing
in the particle direction due to multiple collisions with the atoms of the foil falls within the
position resolution of the Stop detector and therefore it is usually neglected. A high voltage
divider is used to supply the voltages for the MCP, the conversion foil, and the grids of
the electrostatic mirror. All major features of start detectors used in the setup are given in
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section B.1 of Appendix B.
Position-Sensitive Stop Detector
The Stop detector consists of a conversion entrance foil, a chevron assembly of two MCPs
[106], a coordinate system, and a printed circuit board with fast amplifiers for one timing
signal and two coordinate signals. The photograph and schematic diagram of the detector are
shown in Fig. 2.5. Mylar foil (70-150 µg/cm2 thick) sputtered with gold or aluminum (30-
40 µg/cm2 thick) is used as a conversion foil. The operating voltage is applied to the plates
by foil-clad glasscloth laminate frames with contact pads by which MCPs are attached. A
high-voltage divider is used to supply the high voltage (∼1 kV) to the MCPs and deliver the
necessary potentials for the coordinate system and the conversion foil.
Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the MCP-based position-sensitive stop detector.
The coordinate system consists of two mutually perpendicular wires that act as delay
lines. Each coordinate is composed of two independent delay lines shifted by 0.5 mm with
respect to each other. The potentials applied to the delay lines are selected so that electrons
escaping from the MCP are collected on only one of them. The other delay line (which
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does not collect electrons) is used to compensate for the interference of the fast timing signal
from the exit surface of the MCP. The coordinate of a particles hit point at the detector is
determined from the difference in the arrival time of the timing signal and the signal from
the relevant delay line. The circuit design of the preamplifiers for two coordinate signals is
similar to that in [107]. All major features of stop detectors used in the setup are given in
section B.1 of Appendix B.
Micro Channel Plate (MCP): Micro channel plates are compact electron multipliers of
high gain. They have been used in a wider range of particle and photon detection systems.
It is an array of 104 − 107 miniature electron multipliers channels oriented parallel to one
another. The channels of each MCP are tilted (8◦ - 15◦) against the MCP normal and the
channels of successive MCPs are tilted to opposite directions. Such a configuration of two
MCPs is called chevron configuration. All CORSET Start and Stop detectors have two MPCs
in a chevron assembly [106] for increasing electron multiplication. The MCP used have a
channel width of 15µm, a channel-to-channel distance of 18µm, and a thickness of 1 mm ±
0.1 mm.
2.2.2 ∆E - E Telescopes
For the detection of charged particles in the backward, the ∆E - E combination of surface
barrier detector (SBD) was used. A thin SBD coupled with thick SBD makes a telescope
that can allow to identify the particles by energy loss method. In a telescope, thin SBD are
placed upstream the thick one. So particles first pass through thin detector and lose some
energy (∆E), for that this detector is mentioned as a ∆E detector. After passing through ∆E
detector, particles stops in the thick detector (E-detector) which measures the residual energy
(E). The detected particles can be identified by the two methods : the energy loss-residual
energy (∆E-E) and energy loss ∆E-Time(T) correlation plot. A series of ∆E - E Telescopes
are shown in Fig. 2.6. All major features of ∆E - E Telescopes used in the setup are given in
section B.2 of Appendix B.
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Figure 2.6: Six E - ∆E Telescopes used in the backward beam direction.
2.2.3 Monitor Detectors
The surface-barrier detectors were used for monitoring the quality of the beam, its position
on the target and to normalize the event numbers to cross section. SBD register beam ions
that are elastically scattered by target nuclei. The detectors are conventionally installed in
the order top-bottom- right-left, at angles of 90◦ with respect to each other and 8◦ − 17◦ with
Figure 2.7: Three monitor detectors placed in front of the setup.
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respect to the beam axis. Knowing the counting rates of elastically scattered ions for each
of the detectors and comparing them to the values calculated from the Rutherford elastic
scattering, one can extract the average point of incidence of the beam onto the target. Events
from the monitoring detectors are recorded in parallel with all the other event types by a
common data acquisition system. Measuring the counting rates and the energy spectra of
scattered beam ions, it is possible to monitor both the beam position and energy. Three
silicon detectors were used in the positions shown in Fig. 2.7. All major features of monitor
detectors used in the setup are given in section B.3 of Appendix B.
2.3 Signal Processing and Data Acquisition System
2.3.1 Electronic Chain for CORSET
The block diagram of the four-arm TOF spectrometer is shown in Fig. 2.8. Each Start detec-
tor has two inputs (+6V and High Voltage (HV)) and one output (St). Each Stop detectors
have three inputs (-6V, +6V, and High Voltage (HV)) and three outputs (X, Y, Sp).
All the timing and coordinate signals from the Start and Stop detectors (S t0, S p0, X0,
Y0, S t1, S p1, X1, Y1, S t2, S p2, X2, Y2, S t3, S p3, X3, and Y3) are fed into constant-fraction
discriminators (CFDs). After CFD, start and stop signals go to time-to-amplitude converters
(TACs) and then to analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). The following time intervals were
measured by using these TAC-ADC converters:
• TOF0: time intervals between the arrival of S t0 and S p0,
• TOF1: time intervals between the arrival of S t1 and S p1,
• TOF2: time intervals between the arrival of S t2 and S p2, and
• TOF3: time intervals between the arrival of S t3 and S p3.
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Figure 2.8: Block Diagram of the CORSET.
Furthermore, the following time intervals (not shown in Fig. 2.8) were also measured by the
TAC-ADC converters:
• TOFL0: time intervals between the arrival of S t3 and S p0,
• TOFL1: time intervals between the arrival of S t2 and S p1,
• TOFL2: time intervals between the arrival of S t1 and S p2,
• TOFL3: time intervals between the arrival of S t0 and S p3,
• ∆TS t03: time intervals between the arrival of S t0 and S t3,
• ∆TS t12: time intervals between the arrival of S t1 and S t2,
• ∆TS p03: time intervals between the arrival of S p0 and S p3, and
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• ∆TS p12: time intervals between the arrival of S p1 and S p2.
The start and stop signals (timing signals) as well as the coordinate signals, are indepen-
dently transmitted via delay lines to a time-to-digital converter (TDC) that are in common
start mode. The trigger signal acts as the start signal for the TDC. Once calibrated, the TDC
output can be used to measure the time interval between any input signal.
Channel Input Channel Input
0 SP0 9 SP3
1 X0 10 X3
2 Y0 11 Y3
3 SP1 12 ST0
4 X1 13 ST1
5 Y1 14 ST2
6 Sp2 15 ST3
7 X2 22 Trigger on Arm0 & 3
8 Y2 23 Trigger on Arm1 & 2
Table 2.1: CORSET Parameters connected to TDC.
In this way, the position of the particles can be measured as differences:
• X0 = TDC X0 - TDC S p0,
• Y0 = TDC Y0 - TDC S p0,
• X1 = TDC X1 - TDC S p1,
• Y1 = TDC Y1 - TDC S p1,
• X2 = TDC X2 - TDC S p2,
• Y2 = TDC Y2 - TDC S p2,
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• X3 = TDC X3 - TDC S p3, and
• Y3 = TDC Y3 - TDC S p3.
The connection of start and stop signals (timing signals) as well as the coordinate signals
and generated trigger connected with TDC are shown in Table 2.1.
2.3.2 Electronic Chain for ∆E - E Telescopes and Monitors
The block diagram of six ∆E - E telescopes and three monitors is shown in Fig. 2.9. The
detector signals are fed into preamplifiers, then signals go to amplifiers. Each Amplifier
generates two output signals, one is spectroscopic (slow) output and another is fast output.
Then, all spectroscopic signals are fed into ADCs. The ADC gate, set to 12µs, considering
the integration time constant of the spectroscopic amplifier, is generated by the master trigger
signal (see later) via a dual timer module (not shown in Fig. 2.9).
Figure 2.9: Block Diagram of the E - ∆E Telescopes and Monitors.
The connection of six ∆E - E telescopes and three monitors signals to the ADCs are
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shown in table 2.2.
Channel Input Channel Input
0 ∆E0 8 E2
1 ∆E1 9 E3
2 ∆E2 10 E4
3 ∆E3 11 E5
4 ∆E4 12 Monitor 0
5 ∆E5 13 Monitor 1
6 E0 14 Monitor 2
7 E1
Table 2.2: Telescopes and Monitors connected with ADC.
2.3.3 Trigger for Acquisition System
The trigger signals were generated by taking into account the expected physics cases. For
binary reactions, we required the AND between Arm0 and Arm3. For the detection of two
of the fragments produced in ternary decay, we required the AND between Arm1 and Arm2
keeping the ∆E-E telescopes as slaves in order to benefit of the larger solid angles of the
arms. This with the aim to increment the statistics of two out of three fragment events.
Figure 2.10: Block Diagram of the trigger logic.
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Having this in mind, the block diagram of the trigger logic is given in Fig. 2.10. Fast
outputs from each ∆E and E detectors act as a trigger for single measurements and as slave for
coincidence events. The singles events (OR-∆E, OR-E, OR- MONITORS) are downscaled
to reduce their original rate much higher than the coincidence rate. The master trigger is
sent to a fan out module to spread the signal across the front-end modules, namely the ADCs
and TDCs. The ADC gates are generated from the master trigger signal via a gate generator
device.
Chapter 3
Data Analysis
3.1 Detector Calibration
Micro channel plate based position sensitive stop detectors are used in CORSET arms to
determine position information of the reaction fragments. From position and time-of-flight,
the components of the velocity vector are obtained. The Stop detector provides time intervals
that are converted to position (Xmcp, Ymcp) of the point where fragments hit the detector
after time and position calibration. To calibrate positions from the raw time signals, four
Figure 3.1: Position of the calibration points on the foil layer of MCP.
plastic stripes are attached on the front foil (shown in Fig. 3.1). Considering the center of the
foil as the origin point, the horizontal (X) edge goes from +43 mm to −43 mm and the vertical
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(Y) edge goes from +34.5 mm to −34.5 mm. In Fig. 3.1, there are eight known points (in mm)
that can be correlated to the raw data. These points are same for all CORSET arms and the
same calibration process is applied for all arms. All the calibration parameters (slopes and
intercepts) are calculated by linear regression method are presented in Appendix C.
The expressions for calibrated positions are written in the following way:
Xmcp = Slope (mm/ch) × ChannelX + Intercept (mm) and
Ymcp = Slope (mm/ch) × ChannelY + Intercept (mm) .
3.1.1 Flight Path Measurements
Let us consider that a reaction fragment hits at point P on the MCP of the stop detector
(schematic representation given in Fig. 3.2). In the figure, Lst and Lsp are the distances of
Start and Stop detectors from target. S i is the flight path of the fragment between Start and
Stop detectors (where i = 1, 2, 3, ....).
In order to obtain the velocity of each fragment flying in CORSET arms, it is necessary
to compute the flight path of the fragments. Position-sensitive detectors provide the velocity
vector and the trajectory length of the fragments in a lab reference frame in which the target
Figure 3.2: schematic diagram of the MCP of stop detector when fragment hits at point P.
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Start detector center coordinates (Tx, Ty, Tz) (0, Lst sinθi, Lst cosθi)
Stop detector center coordinates (Cx, Cy, Cz) (0, Lsp sinθi, Lsp cosθi)
Table 3.1: Main parameters used to calculate fight paths.
is at the origin and the beam lies on the z axis. The x axis coincides with the vertical
one and the y axis is set to obtain a right-handed reference frame. The main parameters used
to obtain the position of the hit point (P) on the detectors are presented in Table 3.1. The
position of the hit point on each Stop MCP is given by the following equations:
xsp = Cx + Ymcp ,
ysp = Cy + Xmcp cosθ ,
zsp = Cz + Xmcp sinθ ,
where Xmcp and Ymcp are the coordinates (calibrated) of the fragment onto the detecting sur-
face; Xmcp is the horizontal position of the fragment on the MCP, Ymcp is the vertical one.
From the equation of the straight line between the center of the target and the hit point and
the intersection with the start detector plane, it is possible to determinate the coordinates of
the hit point on the start detector:
xst =
T 2x + T
2
y
Txxsp + Tyysp
xsp ,
yst =
T 2x + T
2
y
Txxsp + Tyysp
ysp , and
zst =
T 2x + T
2
y
Txxsp + Tyysp
zsp .
The flight path of the fragments is:
S i =
√
(xsp − xst)2 + (ysp − yst)2 + (zsp − zst)2. (3.1.1)
3.1.2 Time-of-Flight (TOF) Measurements
The Time-to-Amplitude-Converter (TAC) is used to measure the time interval between two
pulses named the start and stop signals. The output is a signal whose height is proportional
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of TAC connected with time calibrator.
to the time interval between the start and the stop signals. Therefore, such a TAC output
pulse need to be calibrated. To this aim, a time calibrator pulse generator is used. The two
pulses that are fed to the TAC are the Start and the Stop output generated from the time
calibrator. Generally, there are some delays added in order to avoid the mixing of rapid
arrivals of signals, which later are converted to output pulses. Different delays (in ns) and
corresponding output pulse (in channels, arbitrary units) yield the calibration parameters,
slope (ns/ch) = delay / (difference in channel number) . (3.1.2)
With a time calibrator only the slope of the calibration straight line can be obtained. To
obtain the intercept a physical event is necessary. For this purpose the elastic scattering
peaks were used. The flight times are calculated by elastic kinematics and assigned to the
elastic scattering peaks of each fragment from the measured event. To identify the elastic
peaks to be assigned to the two elastically scattered ions (the projectile and the target) and
their flight path length the two body kinematics is applied.
Let us consider the elastic scattering for the 37Cl + 208Pb reaction. At 195 MeV of beam
energy, if Cl is deflected at laboratory angle θlab = 56.1◦ with respect to the beam direction,
Pb is deflected at laboratory angle θlab = 57.7◦ on the opposite side of Cl. These angles are
covered by the CORSET Arm0 and Arm3. As a result, Cl flies 27.1 cm and Pb flies 27.3 cm
from the target when these are detected in CORSET Arm0 and Arm3, respectively. Hence,
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Figure 3.4: Peaks for TOF0 from elastic scattering between Cl + Pb in Arm0.
the proper time (tp) taken by the fragments (in ns) can be calculated by the relation,
tp =
distance
0.98
√
2E/M
,
where E and M are energy (in MeV) and mass (in amu), respectively, and 0.98 is a conversion
factor. Therefore, the estimated proper times for Cl and Pb are 9.2 ns and 53.2 ns, respec-
tively. It is clear that Pb takes longer time comparatively Cl. These two times are assigned
to the raw time interval measured with the TAC (in channel number) and the calibration is
now completed.
The elastic scattering peaks for Cl and Pb are shown in Fig. 3.4. It is important to note
that the start and stop input signals of the TAC are fed in such a way that the start (stop)
input corresponds to the signal Stop (Start) of each arm. This is because the rate of the Start
signal is much bigger that the rate of the Stop signal. With this switch it is possible to avoid
a large number of start without the stop, namely, reduce the dead time. For this method to
work, it is necessary to delay the arm Start signal with respect to the Stop arm signal. The
consequence is that the time scale is reversed, namely, faster fragments show larger time. In
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Nuclei Time (ns) Channel (arb. unit)
Chlorine (Cl) 9.2 3929
Lead (Pb) 53.2 2706
Table 3.2: Parameters of elastic scattered Cl and Pb in Arm0.
other words, the time increases from right to left of the spectra. Therefore the leftmost peak
indicates the longer time i.e., Pb; the rightmost peak indicates the shorter time i.e., Cl. The
channel numbers and corresponding real times calculated for both fragments are shown in
Table 3.2. The intercept parameter is calculated by linear regression method for the values
of the Tables 3.2, where slope is used from equation 3.1.2. Similarly, calibration parameters
are calculated for other CORSET arms. The calibration parameters of four CORSET arms
for three different reactions are presented in Table C.5 of Appendix C. The expression for
calibrated TOF for CORSET arms is:
TOFi = Slope (ns/ch) × ChannelTOF + Intercept (ns) . (3.1.3)
3.1.3 ∆E - E of Telescopes
Figure 3.5: The decay series of 226Ra (from [108]).
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The most stable isotopes of Radium, alpha particle emitter, 226Ra (T1/2 = 1600 year), has
been used for the energy calibration purpose. 226Ra decays to stable nuclide 206Pb through
a chain of 13 α and β emitters [108]. From this decay chain, first four α decays have been
considered for calibration (see Fig. 3.5).
The spectra obtained from 226Ra source, detected at telescope 3 are presented in Fig. 3.6,
where Silicon detectors having thicknesses 18.7 µm and 286 µm are placed as a ∆E and E
detectors respectively (details in section B.2). When particles pass through ∆E detector, they
loose some energy. With the residual energy, they are detected at E detector. So total energy
of particles is the sum of energies detected by two detectors. The spectra of energy loss of
α particles at ∆E detector are given at Fig. 3.6b. The spectra of the residual energy of α
particles detected at E detector are given at Fig. 3.6a.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Alpha energy raw spectra: (a) for E detector and (b) for ∆E detector.
In the spectrum, the emission peaks of Radium 226 (4.75 MeV), Radon 222 (5.45 MeV),
Polonium 218 (5.95 MeV) and Polonium 214 (7.65 MeV) are indicated. The energies at
detectors with associated channel numbers are given in Table C.6 and Table C.7 of Appendix
C. The calibration parameters (slopes and intercept) are calculated by using linear regression
method for the values of the table C.6 and C.7. The parameters are presented in the Table
C.8 of Appendix C for two detectors of telescope 3.
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Figure 3.7: E-∆E matrix of raw data from alpha source.
The expression for Energy calibration for Telescopes is:
Ei = Slope (MeV/ch) × ChannelE + Intercept (MeV) . (3.1.4)
The calibrated energy spectra of α particles in E and ∆E detectors are shown in Fig. 3.8.
Furthermore, the ∆E-E matrix of calibrated energy are presented in Fig. 3.9.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Alpha energy calibrated spectra: (a) for E detector and (b) for ∆E detector.
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Figure 3.9: E-∆E matrix of calibrated data from alpha source.
3.2 Velocity Calculations
The module of each fragment velocity vector detected in the TOF arms is given by:
Vi =
S i
TOFi
. (3.2.1)
3.3 Mass-Energy Calculations
3.3.1 Binary Reaction: Mass-TKE
Analysis of experimental data was based on measuring the velocity vectors of two reaction
products in the forward direction. To determine the mass and the energy of fission fragments,
the momentum and mass conservation laws are used and provide the following expressions
for the two masses:
M1 =
(Mp + Mt)V2sinθ2
V1sinθ1 + V2sinθ2
, (3.3.1)
M2 = Mp + Mt − M1, (3.3.2)
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Here V1 and V2 are the measured velocities of binary fragments 1 and 2 by two CORSET
TOF arms placed in the forward (at laboratory angle θlab = 65◦) direction, respectively. Mp,
Mt, M1, and M2 are the masses of projectile, target, fragment 1,and fragment 2 respectively.
It is important to remark that because of eq. 3.3.2, M1 and M2 are the primary masses just
after the splitting of the compound system in two fragments.
When masses are expressed in amu unit and velocities in cm/ns unit, the total kinetic energy
(TKE), namely the sum of the energies of the two fragments in the center of mass system, is
given by:
T KE =
2∑
i=1
Ei,cm = 0.52
2∑
i=1
MiV2i,cm, (3.3.3)
where, TKE and Ei,cm are in MeV unit, and 0.52 is a conversion factor.
Vi,cm =
[
V2i + V
2
cm − 2 Vi Vcm cosθi
]1/2
, and (3.3.4)
Vcm =
√
2ElabMp
Mp + Mt
. (3.3.5)
3.3.2 Ternary Reaction: Mass-TKE
In the present case only the planar geometry is considered. The energy and momentum
conservation conditions onto the beam axis and the axis perpendicular to the beam direction
give:
Elab = M1V21 + M2V
2
2 + E3 − Mp − Mt + M1 + M2 + M3 ,
MpVp = M1V1 cosθ1 + M2V2 cosθ2 +
√
2M3E3 cosθ3 , and
0 = M1V1 sinθ1 + M2V2 sinθ2 +
√
2M3E3 sinθ3 .
There are 9 unknowns variables (θ1, θ2, θ3 ,V1, V2, E3, M1, M2,M3) in the above 3 equa-
tions. By measuring 6 of them (θ1, θ2, θ3 ,V1, V2, E3), we obtain the 3 masses M1, M2, and
M3. V1 and V2 were calculated in coincidence by two CORSET TOF arms placed in the
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forward hemisphere (at laboratory angle θlab = 40◦) and E3 was calculated from ∆E-E tele-
scopes placed in the backward hemisphere at known angles. This method is enough to un-
equivocally identify a direct three body decay with a simple detection geometry and with a
set of well known detectors of very high performance. The detailed calculation is given in
Appendix E.
When masses are expressed in amu unit and velocities in cm/ns unit, the expression for total
kinetic energy (TKE) becomes:
T KE =
3∑
i=1
Ei,cm = 0.52
3∑
i=1
MiV2i,cm, (3.3.6)
where, TKE and Ei,cm are in MeV units, and 0.52 is a conversion factor. Vi,cm and Vcm were
calculated by equations 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 respectively.
3.4 Energy Loss Corrections
A fragment that passes through a start detector looses some of its energy in the entrance foil.
Some of its energy is lost also inside the target. Consequently, the velocity measurement
does not correspond to its initial velocity for which the conservation laws are applied. In
order to obtain the initial velocity a procedure for its reconstruction must be searched for,
even considering that the energy lost depends also on the effective atomic number of the
ion which is unknown. The iterative method extracts simultaneously the energy lost and the
atomic number of the ion, and finally, the primary mass of both fragments.
The velocity V01,2 (by equation 3.2.1) (first step) and mass (by equations 3.3.1 and 3.3.2)
(second step) were extracted by flight path (equation 3.1.1) and TOF (equation 3.1.3) of the
reaction fragments.
1. V01,2 =
S 1,2
TOF1,2
.
2. Mi1 =
(Mp+Mt)V i2 sinθ2
V i1 sinθ1+V
i
2 sinθ2
, and
Mi2 = Mp + Mt − Mi1 .
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After these two steps a correction for velocity and energy loss in both target and start
detectors is applied.
3. At each step i, the correction applies recursively and V i1,2 are obtained by means of the
correction:
V i+11,2 = V
0
1,2 + δV
i
1,2 . (3.4.1)
The quantity δV i1,2 is related to the energy loss of the fragment passing through matter,
using the Benton-Henke method, implicitly assuming that the trajectory is not modified
and approximating the initial energy with the residual one. When a charged particle
pass through an absorber, it looses an energy ∆E depending on its mass, charge and
initial energy and thickness of the absorber:
∆E = Ei − E f = 0.52 M(V2i − V2f ) , (3.4.2)
where Vi −V f = δV , energy in MeV, mass in amu, and velocity are in cm/ns units. The
solution of δV from equation 3.4.2 becomes:
δV =
√
V2f −
∆E
0.52M
− V f .
Once the correction δV i1,2 is evaluated, the velocity (eq. 3.4.1) is used in the kinematic
formulas equations 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 to calculate a new approximation of the masses.
This approximation Mi1,2 is used as a starting value for the successive step, in which a
new correction δV i+11,2 is calculated and added always to δV
0
1,2.
4. The value of ε = | Mi+11 − Mi1 | is calculated, where M represents the mass calculated
in each step.
This procedure is repeated from item (2) until ε < 0.01 that satisfies the required accuracy
of determining the fragment mass.
Chapter 4
Experimental Results
In this chapter the main experimental results of the analysis up to the present point are given.
Since the experiment was concluded only three months prior the submission of the thesis, the
present analysis has to be considered as preliminary. Nevertheless, the present conclusions
are quite reliable as far as the ternary direct decay is concerned. Since the most important aim
of this thesis is to search for direct true ternary events, this chapter focuses on this specific
search.
The reactions in Table 4.1 are those explored in the experiment at JYFL. A set of targets
with different backing and thicknesses were used. The measurement runs have also different
time duration because of several technical issues that prevented an adequate selection of
beam time based on the expected cross sections.
Beam
Elab Targets
Targets
CN Run
Time
(MeV) Thickness (µg/cm2) (hours)
37Cl 195
208Pb + Al2O3 127.5+40 245Es
1-15
5512C +208 Pb +12 C 15+250+5 16-29
40Ar
230
12C +208 Pb +12 C 15+250+5 248Fm
35-44 14
193
45-48
6
58-59
40Ar 193 205Tl +12 C 100+50 245Es
49-57
29
60
Table 4.1: Measurements run during the experiment.
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4.1 Binary Fission (Coincidences Arm0 - Arm3): velocity,
mass and TKE distributions
Velocities, energies and angles of the primary masses produced in the center-of-mass sys-
tem of any two reaction products detected in coincidence were computed from the measured
time-of-flights and angles by using the momentum and energy conservation laws with the
assumption that the mass of the composite system is equal to Mtarget + Mpro jectile. Proper
energy lost corrections were applied to account for the passage of the ions through the target
and in the converter foils of the detectors. The overall mass and energy resolutions were
taken as the FWHM, respectively, of the mass and energy spectra built on the elastic channel
events. Under these conditions, the mass resolution of the spectrometer is ∼4 u and the en-
ergy resolution is ∼15 MeV. With reference to the used naming conventions, in this section
Figure 4.1: An example of a reconstructed 2D velocity plot for coincidences in Arm0 and Arm3.
the results of the application of this procedure to the data gathered with Arm0 and Arm3
in coincidence are discussed. These arms corresponds to the ones that are configured so to
maximize the detection of the fusion-fission channel. The raw TOF-TOF plots, after time
and position calibrations, turn into the typical velocity plots of which the one in Fig. 4.1 is
an example. Fig. 4.2 shows instead the Mass-TKE distributions of the primary binary events
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Figure 4.2: Mass-TKE distributions for the binary products measured in full momentum transfer in all
reactions under study. Only events within the limits 0.90 < V‖/Vc.m. < 1.1 and 0.90 cm/ns < V⊥ < 1.1
cm/ns are considered. See text for details.
converted from the plot as in Fig. 4.1 for all reactions. The case of 37Cl + 208Pb at 195 MeV
and 40Ar + 205Tl at 193 MeV are supposed to produce the compound nucleus 245Es. The
reaction products with masses near to those of the projectile and target give raise to elastic,
quasielastic and deep-inelastic events. In between there are the totally relaxed, full momen-
tum transfer events, i.e., as fission (or fission-like) fragments. It is important to remark that
sequential fission (the fission of the heavy target-like fragment after the primary two-body
interaction) can pollute the true two-body coincidence events and bring to an incorrect re-
construction of the primary mass distribution. These events have been discarded by using a
known kinematics method [109] based on the calculation of two velocity vectors from the
ones of the detected fragments. The method can be more easily understood by referring to
the velocity diagram in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Velocity diagrams: (a) for binary events with full momentum transfer; (b) and (c) for the
case of sequential fission of TLF (from [109]).
For full momentum transfer events, the velocity V‖ as in Fig. 4.3 is computed event by
event. For a true two-body process V‖ should be equal to the center-of-mass velocity of the
scissioning system Vc.m. (cfr. Fig 4.3(a)). In the case of sequential fission of the TLF (target-
Figure 4.4: V⊥ vs. V‖/Vc.m. distributions for all reactions.
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like fragment), V‖ deviates from Vc.m. and only two cases can occur. If the detected sequential
fission fragment is the one that travels forward in the reference frame of the TLF, V‖ is larger
than Vc.m. (cfr. Fig 4.3(b)); if it is the one that travels backward, then V‖ is lower than Vc.m.
(cfr. Fig. 4.3(c)). The distribution of V⊥ component of fragment velocity (projection of the
fragment velocity vector onto the plane perpendicular to the beam axis) is expected to be
symmetric around zero.
Fig. 4.4 illustrates the distribution of V‖ and V⊥ for all the reactions. These plots make
clear that with Arm0 in coincidence with Arm3 selects one main group of events, centered
around Vc.m. with long tail on lower values. As expected, the contribution of sequential fission
increases with the bombarding energy confirming that the better conditions to benefit of the
survival of the TLF is to be close enough to the Coulomb barrier.
Figure 4.5: Mass distributions for all reactions.
In order to make not-full momentum transfer events negligible, the construction of the
M-TKE distributions, for all reactions, was performed only for events within the limits
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0.93 < V‖/Vc.m. < 1.1 and -0.02 cm/ns < V⊥ < 0.02 cm/ns. In all reactions, the mass
distributions are single humped as shown in Fig. 4.5. This indicates that they are mainly
driven by a liquid drop potential. However, as shown in the projections on the TKE coordi-
nate (Fig. 4.6), the average TKE distributions deviate from the trend expected from the Viola
systematics [110] which represents a fusion-fission of a compound nucleus. The extent of
the deviations depends on the entrance channel. Since the reactions in the same column
should bring to the same compound nucleus (besides slight differences in excitation energies
and angular momentum), from the trend observed it is likely that the abundance of events
in the mass asymmetric region is due to the overlap between fusion-fission and quasifission
processes, which is typical in the mass and energy regimes under study.
Figure 4.6: TKE distribution for all the reaction studied. The solid lines show the prediction from
Viola systematics. The maximum values are normalized to the experimental values which are slightly
different because of the energy resolution of the spectrometer.
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4.2 Ternary Fission (Coincidences in Arm1 - Arm2): veloc-
ity distributions
In this section the coincidence events between Arm1 and Arm2 will be considered in detail
as these are the main object of this thesis work.
Fig. 4.7 shows the 2D velocity plots for all reactions obtained after time and position
calibrations. These matrices are substantially different than those ones for the case of Arm0-
Arm3 coincidences and show some common features, but also some remarkable differences.
The common features are the loci corresponding to events with the largest intensities, at low
and high velocity, outside the dashed-line boxes. The areas within the boxes, that are of
intermediate velocity, show very different patterns and the presence of events localized in
clusters. It is important to note that the events in Fig. 4.7 have a strong correlation with the
Figure 4.7: 2D velocity plot for coincidences between Arm1 and Arm2. VA is the velocity in one arm
and VB in the other arm.
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events in the V⊥ vs. V‖/Vc.m. plots which are shown in Fig. 4.8. These show three main
V‖ windows (from this point on we refer to V‖/Vc.m. as V‖ only), two of which are below the
experimental value of 2.1 cm/ns. The third one is above. Only for the reaction 37Cl + 208Pb
there are also two distinct regions above 2.1cm/ns. None of the above regions are around
the value V‖ ∼ Vcm, namely no events from full momentum transfer. Considering the ve-
locity diagram considered earlier (Fig. 4.3), all the events with V‖ < 2.1 are of sequential
origin which give rise to a three-body sequential decay. If we remove them in the selection
of the events, in the velocity plots in Fig. 4.8 only the events inside the dashed-line box sur-
vive. This selection is absolutely critical to investigate the origin of the clustered events that
survive the sequential decay.
Figure 4.8: V⊥ vs. V‖/Vc.m. distributions for all reactions for coincidences between Arm1 and Arm2.
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4.2.1 Three body channel: velocity plots
It is natural at this point to consider the events that survive such a strong set of conditions as a
consequence of a direct ternary decay. The velocity loci occupied by two possible fragments
coming from triple decays involving fragments having a magic number of protons, neutrons
or both were compute. For these calculations, the main ingredients are the planar three-
body kinematics model as developed in Appendix A, the Q values of the final states (cold
fragments), and the detector geometry. The overall results are given as curves in Fig. 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Velocity distributions for all reactions for coincidences between Arm1 and Arm2. The
lines are the kinematics loci occupied by the selected tripartions in case of a TTF.
The calculated patterns are quite consistent with the positions of the clusters for all the
reactions, and show that all the main tripartitions involve 132S n, 78Ni, 48Ca and 40Ca. In
all cases, the kinematics constraints are such that the clusters are consistent with the heav-
iest fragments emitted backward and the intermediate mass and the lightest emitted in the
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forward hemisphere. This is shown in the small lower left corner box.
It is important to stress that the computed lines are the results of only energy and mo-
mentum conservation laws. The appearance of the TTF in defined loci is the consequence of
the cross section of the process. Other combinations not involving magic nuclei do not cross
the experimental clusters. A more detailed analysis can be performed case by case.
4.2.2 Three body channel: 40Ar + 208Pb system
In Fig. 4.10, a detailed highlight of the experimental two velocity maps and the overlap
with the computed curves is shown. First of all, the experimental two-velocity (2V) patterns
change drastically with a slight change of beam energy. If three bodies are indeed produced
simultaneously, the different patterns are the consequence of accessing a different entrance
point in the potential energy surface because of the higher interaction energy. As a conse-
quence, different valleys in the potential can be accessed (this is true also for the binary case)
and different combinations of fragments can be produced.
Figure 4.10: Velocity distributions for the reactions 40Ar + 208Pb along with kinematics calculations
for selected tripartitions.
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Second, moving from lower to higher velocities in the two-velocity maps the combination
of masses is such that fragment emitted at backward angles is the heaviest and the other two
are lighter. This trend is verified for all the reactions and supports the overall interpretation.
Finally, in all the three-body combinations selected there is at least a double magic nucleus,
but the majority of the combinations have at least two magic nuclei. Furthermore, at higher
excitation energy, the possible combinations with two lighter nuclei disappears. This can be
interpreted as the consequence of the fact that the accessed valleys have higher barriers and
is confirmed by the fact that there are some combinations that are accessed in both reactions
while others are not.
In Table 4.2 we show which tripartition is accessed by both reactions and which are not.
Furthermore, we also provide the expected laboratory energy of the third fragment to be
detected in the most backward telescope. It is quite striking that, regardless of the entrance
channel energy and of the different location of the clusters in the two-velocity maps, for the
two reactions all the common tripartitions are composed by at least by two magic nuclei.
4.2.3 Three body channel: 37Cl + 208Pb and 40Ar + 205Tl systems
The case of these two reactions is particularly interesting because the same amount of protons
and neutrons is colliding, but starting from a different asymmetry in the entrance channel.
This means that the potential energy surface is the same but the access point in the potential
surface is necessarily different. In Fig. 4.11 the progression of the patterns in the two reac-
tions for different windows of the observable V‖ which have been chosen by looking at the
pattern in Fig. 4.8 is shown. There are two well defined areas for V‖ > 3.0 in the case of
37Cl + 208Pb system, whereas for the case of 40Ar + 205Tl the second area above 3.5 cm/ns
is nearly borne. In particular, the locus for lower values of V‖ is slightly dislocated for the
two reactions as a consequence of the slightly different center of mass velocity and Q value.
Even though for the system 40Ar + 205Tl the separation is not that clear, a two-velocity map
for both reactions for events within the same V‖ window were built. The fact that similar
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Figure 4.11: Velocity distributions for the reactions 37Cl + 208Pb (top row) and 40Ar + 205Tl at 195
MeV along with kinematics calculations for selected tripartitions.
loci are populated, but with different intensity, clearly means that the same potential is
acting (it is not an artifact of each reaction) and that there might be identical tripartitions that
can be accessed in both reactions, independently on the position of the access point in the
potential surface. The confirmation of this interpretation comes from the fact that there are
common tripartitions that can be populated in each reaction even though they occupy differ-
ent loci in the two-velocity maps for the same window of V‖. In Table 4.3 it is shown which
tripartition is accessed by both reactions and which is not. Furthermore, we also provide
the expected laboratory energy of the third fragment to be detected by the most backward
telescope. Also for these two reactions, regardless of the different entrance channel, all the
common tripartitions are composed at least by two magic nuclei.
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4.3 Data from ∆E-E telescopes
The bulk of the patterns discussed above constitutes by itself a first strong evidence of the
occurred direct true ternary decay. However, the smoking gun of this interpretation would
be the detection in coincidence of the third fragment via the ∆E-E telescopes. Six ∆E-E
telescopes were indeed mounted in the backward hemisphere for this purpose. As discussed
in the introduction, it is possible to identify the masses (necessarily with some experimental
resolution) of the three fragments by detecting the position and TOF of two of them and the
energy of the third one in a detector at a fixed backward angle. This method would elim-
inate the uncertainty of choosing a priori the tripartition as done in the previous sections.
Unfortunately, at one point, the preamplifiers chosen did not work properly anymore as un-
expectedly the output signal turned out to be quickly saturated by the energies released by
the detected fragments. Consequently the fast amplifiers were not properly armed. Unfor-
tunately there was no replacement available for the preamplifiers and the problem could not
be fixed during the experimental run. Therefore, the whole coincidence scheme could not be
effective. Nevertheless, few important observations on the detected single events can still be
drawn to support the whole interpretation given above.
Cluster 40Ar + 208Pb 40Ar + 208Pb E3 (MeV) E3 (MeV)
Tri-partition (at 193 MeV) (at 230 MeV) (at 193 MeV) (at 230 MeV)
68Zn + 48Ca + 132S n Yes Yes 21 22
78Ni + 48Ca + 122Te Yes Yes 20 21
76Zn + 40Ca + 132S n Yes Yes 13 14
78Ni + 40Ca + 130Te Yes Yes 12 13
56Ni + 82Ge + 110Zr - Yes - 28
48Ca + 80Rb + 120Tc - Yes - 19
53Mn + 78Ni + 117Ag - Yes - 26
36S + 48Ca + 164Gd Yes - 15 -
22Na + 40Ca + 186Tm Yes - 5 -
33Al + 35P + 180H f Yes - 1 -
Table 4.2: Table of the tripartitions accessed by the system 40Ar + 208Pb at 193 and 230 MeV. The
expected energy of the third (heaviest) fragment is also given for the lab angle θlab = 154.5◦.
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Cluster 37Cl + 208Pb 40Ar + 205Tl E3 (MeV) E3 (MeV)
Tri-partition (at 195 MeV) (at 193 MeV) (37Cl + 208Pb) (40Ar + 205Tl)
78Ni + 48Ca + 119S b Yes Yes 23 29
78Ni + 40Ca + 127S b Yes Yes 25 22
65Cu + 48Ca + 132S n Yes Yes 23 25
73Cu + 40Ca + 132S n Yes Yes 29 25
58Ni + 55S c + 132S n Yes - 23 -
57S c + 56Ni + 132S n - Yes - 18
Table 4.3: Table of the tripartitions accessed by the systems 37Cl + 208Pb and 40Ar + 205Tl. The
expected energy of the third (heaviest) fragment is also given for the angle θlab = 154.5◦.
Besides the expected trend for the energy of the ejectiles with increasing laboratory angle,
namely, the appearance of the more dissipative component for laboratory angles larger than
the grazing angle, there appears a large amount of events with energies above 20 MeV up to
60 MeV in the most backward telescope (θlab = 154.5◦) that cannot be originated by fission
Figure 4.12: Energy spectra of the fragments stopping in the ∆E telescope at θlab = 154.5◦.
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or quasifission two-body events because the center of mass motion would push all of them in
the forward hemisphere. In particular, Fig. 4.12 shows the energy spectra of the ions stopping
in the ∆E stage for the most backward telescope at θlab = 154.5◦. We have indicated with an
arrow the energy expected by the third fragment if our reconstruction of the possible mass
tripartitions would hold. These spectra do not include protons or alpha particles since they
are discarded via the gates on ∆E-E map. In each reaction the observed broad peak covers
well the energy range of the third fragment as companion of the two fragments detected with
Arm1 and Arm2 in the forward direction. This is particularly surprising for the case of the
reaction 40Ar + 208Pb at 230 MeV because we would not expect such a large number of events
by any known isotropic process for this reaction. We cannot of course compare directly
the rate in the telescopes with the one assigned to ternary events detected by coincidence
in Arm1/Arm2 because the energy spectra were detected in singles, but the energy range
coverage could indicate that channels with large positive Q values give rise to such energetic
events. This feature of the energy spectra, common to all reactions studied, gives confidence
in the reconstruction of ternary events and motivations to run the same experiment again
with more statistics and by replacing this malfunctioning part of the setup that is, at this
point, crucial to provide the definitive proof of the occurrence of TTF.
4.4 Closing remarks
The main experimental evidence of this work is the presence of specific loci in the two-
velocity maps for all the reactions investigated. The geometry of the setup was chosen so
to constraint the detection of direct three-body decays. From a simple planar three-body
kinematics it was possible to compute the angular correlations of the velocity vectors of the
three fragments of chosen mass. With the hypothesis that three-body decay would have been
favored by the shell closures, the prediction were focused on such specific tripartitions. It
was not expected that the two-velocity maps would show specific cluster patterns. Indeed,
such patterns have helped in searching for possible tripatitions. The support to the occurrence
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of the direct three-body decay lies on two main points: 1) the cluster patterns are reproduced
for all the four reaction studied; 2) there is a consistent overlap between the tripartitions that
reproduce the data in the companion reactions 37Cl + 208Pb and 40Ar + 205Tl, and in the
reactions 40Ar + 208Pb at 193 and 230 MeV.
Reactions Elab (MeV) Ternary/Binary
37Cl + 208Pb 195 4.6±0.2
40Ar + 205Tl 193 2.1±0.1
40Ar + 208Pb 193 0.23±0.01
40Ar + 208Pb 230 0.033±0.003
Table 4.4: Ratio between Ternary and Binary events for each reaction.
Last but not least, we can compare the rate for binary and ternary decays, by simply
calculating the ratio of the events corrected for the efficiency. Table 4.4 shows the computed
ratio by taking all the events in the M-TKE map in between the quasielastic peaks, and all
the event in the two-velocity maps assigned to ternary decays. These ratios are quite striking
because in spontaneous fission the simultaneous ternary decay is several order of magnitude
less abundant. In the case of 37Cl + 208Pb and 40Ar + 205Tl, TTF is even from 2 to 4
times more abundant than binary fission. A larger cross section for TTF was indeed one of
the expectation of the original proposal of this experiment. Clearly, further checks will be
needed before considering these numbers as definitive. Nevertheless, the consistency of the
reproduction of the cluster patterns in the two-velocity map gives confidence to the proposed
interpretation.
Conclusions and Perspectives
In this work, four reactions were studied with the aim to populate channels of true ternary
fission. The main idea is that if TTF is (expected to be) a very rare process in spontaneous
fission, it could be much more probable in induced reactions if shell effects could be taken
in considerations. To favor the occurrence of shell effects we have chosen entrance channels
that would amplify shell effects, as the typical conditions that favor quasifission: reactions at
Coulomb barrier energies and choice of magic or double magic partner nuclei.
The experimental setup was constrained on the possible tripartitions in magic and doubly
magic nuclei by using a simple planar 3-body kinematics and Q values. It was unexpected
that the velocity plots of two out of three fragments would show cluster patterns. It is even
more surprising that a quite large set of tripartition is able to reproduce, consistently, all
the velocity patterns for the four reactions, by even using the same tripartitions. This work
constitutes the first evidence of the possibility of TTF in induced reactions.
Clearly, there are many steps forward that are at this point necessary to confirm the main
results of this work. ∆E-E telescopes are needed to be replaced and it might be tried to
cover a larger solid angle, even by covering out of plane angles to fully explore the three
body decay over 4pi. This can in principle be accomplished by running similar experiments
with 4pi detectors, one of which is the array 8piLP [111] at Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro.
Another step is to identify other nuclei for which tripartition composed of magic nuclei are
allowed from the conservation of the number of protons and neutrons. Several of these cases
were already identified and can be accessed with the available beams. These aspects will be
investigated in future experiments.
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Appendix A
Direct Ternary Fission
The kinematics of nuclear reactions having more than two particles in the final state has
been shown by P.A. Assimakopoulos [112] in 1975. It is mentioned that for the complete
specification of the final state, a large set of kinematics variables are needed which are the
main difficulties in experimental studies of such reactions. From the knowledge of initial
state and by applying energy and momentum conservation, it is possible to reduce the number
of independent variables. Therefore for three known masses and measured first fragment
energy (E1), it possible to calculate the energies of other two fragments by using energy and
momentum conservation laws.
Let us assume a nuclear reaction having projectile mass Mp, target mass Mt, three frag-
ments having masses M1, M2, and M3. These three fragments have energies E1, E2, and E3.
These three fragments are detected at angles θ1, θ2, and θ3 with respect to beam direction. If
we measure first fragment energy (E1) and angles of two heavy fragments (θ1, and θ2), then
we can calculate angle of third fragment (θ3) and energies of second and third fragments (E2,
and E3). For known energy of the first fragment, the velocity is:
V1 =
√
2E1
M1
. (A.0.1)
Energy conservation for three body spontaneous decay allows to have velocity of the
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third fragment by the following way:
Ep = E1 + E2 + E3 − Q ,
or, Ep =
1
2
M1V21 +
1
2
M2V22 +
1
2
M3V23 − Q ,
or, V3 =
[
2(Ep + Q) − M1V21 − M2V22
M3
]1/2
. (A.0.2)
Momentum conservation in beam direction becomes:
MpVp = M1V1 Cosθ1 + M2V2 Cosθ2 + M3V3 Cosθ3 ,
or, Cosθ3 =
MpVp − M1V1 Cosθ1 − M2V2 Cosθ2
M3V3
or, θ3 = Cos−1
MpVp − M1V1 Cosθ1 − M2V2 Cosθ2√M3{2(Ep + Q) − M1V21 − M2V22 }
 .(by using equ.A.0.2)(A.0.3)
Momentum conservation in perpendicular to the beam direction becomes:
0 = M1V1 S inθ1 + M2V2 S inθ2 + M3V3 S inθ3 ,
or, V2 = −M1V1 S inθ1 + M3V3 S inθ3M2 S inθ2 (A.0.4)
Applying equations A.0.2 and A.0.3 in equation A.0.4, we get the following solution for V2
V2 =
−B ± √B2 − 4AC
2A
, (A.0.5)
where,
A = M2(M2 + M3),
B = 2 {M1M2V1 Cos(θ1 − θ2) − MpM2Vp Cosθ1},
C = M2pV
2
p + M
2
1V
2
1 + M1M3V
2
1 − 2M3Ep − 2MpVpM1V1 Cosθ1 − 2M3Q.
• The energy of third (E3 = M3V23 / 2) fragment can be calculated by using equations
A.0.5 and A.0.1 in equation A.0.2.
• The energy of second (E2 = M2V22 / 2) fragment can be calculated by using equation
A.0.5.
• The angle of third (θ3) fragment can be calculated by using equations A.0.5 and A.0.1
in equation A.0.3.
Appendix B
Features of the Setup
Fragments produced by binary decays were detected by two CORSET arms placed at 650 of
each side of beam direction. Fragments produced by ternary decays were detected by two
CORSET arms placed at 400 at each side of beam direction and ∆E-E telescopes placed at
the backward hemisphere, three on each side of the beam, to cover the angular range between
1070 and 156.50 (Fig. 2.1 and 2.2)
B.1 CORSET arms
All major features of four CORSET arms are given in table B.1 (all parameters are also
mentioned in Fig. 2.2).
The angular coverage by MCP of the stop detector are shown in Fig. B.1, where X
denotes the horizontal and Y denotes the vertical position of the MCP. It is possible to say
that MCP covers from 300 to 500 when centre are placed at 400 with beam direction.
The flight path covered by MCP of the stop detector are shown in Fig. B.2, where X
denotes the horizontal and Y denotes the vertical position of the MCP. It is possible to say
that MCP covers from 220 mm to 223.5 mm when centre to center are placed at 220 mm.
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Parameters arm-0 arm-1 arm-2 arm-3
Target-Start Detector (Lst) 8 cm 8.5 cm 8.5 cm 8 cm
Target-Stop Detector (Lsp) 26 cm 30.5 cm 30.5 cm 26 cm
Angular Positions (θ) 650 400 400 650
Flight Path (S) 18 cm 22 cm 22 cm 18 cm
Dimension of Start Detector 3×2.2 cm2 2.2×2.2 cm2 2.2×2.2 cm2 3×2.2 cm2
Dimension of Stop Detector 8.6×6.9 cm2 8.6×6.9 cm2 8.6×6.9 cm2 8.6×6.9 cm2
Current to Start Detector (µA) 147 160 150 150
Current to Stop Detector (µA) 227 155 180 160
Voltage to Start Detector (V) 2556 2338 2580 2420
Voltage to Stop Detector (V) 3022 2505 2640 2570
Table B.1: Main parameters of four CORSET arms.
Figure B.1: Angle coverage in terms of beam direction on the stop detector from the target.
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Figure B.2: Flight path of the fragments on the stop detector.
B.2 Telescopes
Six ∆E - E Telescopes (Fig. 2.6) were used in the backward hemisphere, in plane with the
arms of the TOF spectrometer.
Three ∆E - E Telescopes were placed on each side of the beam. In one side (same
side of CORSET arm-0 and arm-1), three telescopes cover the angular range between 1070
and 147.70 and on the other side three telescopes cover the angular range between 1160 and
156.50. Details on the parameters are shown in Fig. 2.2. The thicknesses with model number
of the ∆E - E detectors used in the experiment, applied current and voltages to all detectors
are shown in table B.2.
B.3 Monitors
Three detectors were placed at forward angles to monitor the quality of the beam. Three
silicon detectors were used in the positions shown in Fig. 2.7. The centre of monitors
detector plate are placed 64.5 cm away from the target and 8.640 (MD0), 8.640 (MD1), and
8.730 (MD2) are angles of three detectors in terms of beam line.
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Telescopes Detectors Serial No. Thickness (µm) Current (µA) Bias Voltage (V)
0
∆E 26-421G 21.2 0.67 25.3
E 1568-20 292 0.85 40
1
∆E 26-416B 22 0.65 28
E 1779-6 292 0.05 16
2
∆E 26-421D 24.2 0.66 27
E 1779-12 278 0.05 15
3
∆E 26-256H 18.7 0.92 28.1
E 1779-9 286 0.07 12
4
∆E 22-067F 22.9 1.09 30.2
E 1799-13 301 0.03 20
5
∆E 22-700C 23.4 0.62 26.1
E 1794-14 305 0.01 18
Table B.2: Major features of the E - ∆E Telescopes.
Monitors Detectors Serial No. Thickness (µm) Current (µA) Bias Voltage (V)
0 29-362G 47.8 0.15 33
1 29-417A 46.9 0.29 26.5
2 29-362H 47.6 0.16 24.1
Table B.3: Major features of the Monitor Detectors.
Aluminium foil having thickness of 20 microns were used as absorber in front of all
monitor detectors. As all monitors are very close to beam line, elastically scattered particles
get very high energy (close to beam energy) in such position and monitor detectors can not
stop such particles. So, it was necessary to insert some absorber in front of the detectors.
Appendix C
Calibration Parameter
C.1 Position Calibration:
The correlation of different channel numbers corresponding to the known points mentioned
in Fig. 3.1 are given in tables C.1, C.2 , and C.3 for three different reactions.
The calibration parameters (slopes and intercepts) are calculated by linear regression
method for the values of the tables C.1, C.2, and C.3 and these are presented in table C.4.
The expressions for calibrated positions are written in the following way:
Xmcp = Slope (mm/ch) × ChannelX + Intercept (mm) and
Ymcp = Slope (mm/ch) × ChannelY + Intercept (mm) .
C.2 Time-of-Flight Calibration:
The calibration parameters (slops and intercepts) of CORSET arms are calculated for three
different reactions by the process mentioned in section 3.1.2 of chapter 3. These parameters
of four CORSET arms for three different reactions are presented in table C.5.
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X0 Y0 X1 Y1
Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm
854 -18 833 -19 822 -19 791 -19
854 -18 833 -19 822 -19 791 -19
1106 18 1033 19 1072 19 994 19
1106 18 1033 19 1072 19 994 19
1280 43 1118 34.5 1228 43 709 -34.5
X2 Y2 X3 Y3
Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm
744 -19 917 -19.5 1024 -19 702 -19
744 -19 917 -19.5 1022 -19 702 -19
1010 19 1133 19.5 1287 19 928 19
1010 19 1133 19.5 1287 19 926 19
583 -43 837 -34.5 860 -43 1015 34.5
Table C.1: Position Calibration points of CORSET arms for Cl+Pb reaction.
X0 Y0 X1 Y1
Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm
865 -18 833 -19 827 -19 788 -19
864 -18 833 -19 827 -19 788 -19
1110 18 1036 19 1071 19 992 19
1110 18 1036 19 1072 19 992 19
1281 43 1121 34.5 677 -43 705 -34.5
X2 Y2 X3 Y3
Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm
746 -19 918 -19.5 1015 -19 706 -19
746 -19 918 -19.5 1015 -19 706 -19
1010 19 1133 19.5 1275 19 929 19
1010 19 1134 19.5 1277 19 929 19
585 -43 837 -34.5 850 -43 1020 34.5
Table C.2: Position Calibration points of CORSET arms for Ar+Tl reaction.
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X0 Y0 X1 Y1
Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm
865 -18 829 -19 819 -19 789 -19
865 -18 830 -19 819 -19 788 -19
1112 18 1035 19 1066 19 996 19
1112 18 1034 19 1066 19 994 19
1282 43 1122 34.5 660 -43 706 -34.5
X2 Y2 X3 Y3
Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm Channel mm
746 -19 915 -19.5 1019 -19 704 -19
746 -19 914 -19.5 1019 -19 704 -19
1011 19 1132 19.5 1280 19 927 19
1012 19 1132 19.5 1281 19 931 19
582 -43 836 -34.5 855 -43 1019 34.5
Table C.3: Position Calibration points of CORSET arms for Ar+Pb reaction.
Cl+Pb Ar+Tl Ar+Pb
Slope Intercept Slope Intercept Slope Intercept
(mm/ch) (mm) (mm/ch) (mm) (mm/ch) (mm)
X0 0.1541 -152.3 0.1544 -152.3 0.1554 -153.7
Y0 0.1884 -175.1 0.1875 -174.18 0.1875 -175.2
X1 0.1474 -139.5 0.1474 -140.4 0.1514 -143.1
Y1 0.1793 -159.3 0.1780 -158.0 0.1793 -159.5
X2 0.1376 -120.5 0.1359 -119.0 0.1514 -143.1
Y2 0.1670 -170.5 0.1680 -171.4 0.1793 -159.5
X3 0.1397 -161.5 0.1400 -160.8 0.1408 -161.9
Y3 0.1655 -134.7 0.1669 -136.9 0.1669 -136.8
Table C.4: Position calibration parameters of four CORSET arms.
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Reactions Run Parameter TOF0 TOF1 TOF2 TOF3
Cl+Pb
1-13
Slope (ns/ch -0.02638 -0.02623 -0.02372 -0.02516
Intercept (ns) 109.7612 113.60483 102.60649 93.30345
14-29
Slope (ns/ch -0.026378 -0.02623 -0.02372 -0.02516
Intercept (ns) 109.9220 113.83565 102.10555 96.9911
Ar+Tl
49-57 Slope (ns/ch -0.02638 -0.02624 -0.02372 -0.02516
60 Intercept (ns) 110.1241 113.7841 102.38638 94.73774
Ar+Pb
35-44
Slope (ns/ch -0.026387 -0.02623 - 0.02372 -0.02516
Intercept (ns) 109.9801 113.52465 102.37694 94.32345
45-48 Slope (ns/ch -0.02638 -0.02623 -0.02372 -0.02516
58-59 Intercept (ns) 109.9801 113.66386 102.68107 94.32345
Table C.5: TOF calibration parameters of CORSET arms for three reactions.
Channel (arb. unit) E (MeV)
143 1.129
173 2.374
194 3.135
255 5.397
Table C.6: Calibration points for E detector.
Channel (arb. unit) ∆E (MeV)
191 2.253
181 2.815
175 3.076
164 3.621
Table C.7: Calibration points for ∆E detector.
C.3 Energy Calibration:
The energies at detectors with associated channel numbers are given in table C.6 and table
C.7. The calibration parameters (slopes and intercept) are calculated by using linear regres-
sion method for the values of the table C.6 and C.7. The parameters are presented in table
C.8 for two detectors of telescope 3.
Slope (MeV/Ch) Intercept (MeV)
E 0.03795286 -4.2630992
∆E 0.05033237 -6.0016908
Table C.8: Calibration parameters for E and ∆E detectors.
Appendix D
Potential Energy Calculation: Three
Cluster Model
Ternary fragmentation potential between the three (spherical) fragments in collinear and
triangular (equatorial) geometry can be calculated by three cluster model (TCM) [54–61].
According to TCM, ternary fragmentation potential is the sum of the total Coulomb potential,
the total nuclear potential, and the sum of the mass excesses of the ternary fragments. So, It
can be written as:
Vtot =
3∑
i=1
3∑
j>i
(
mix + Vi j
)
, (D.0.1)
where mix are the mass excesses of the three fragments in energy units, taken from [113]. Vi j
is the sum of coulomb and nuclear potential:
Vi j = VCi j + VPi j, (D.0.2)
where VCi j is the coulomb interaction potential and VPi j is the proximity potential. The
Coulomb interaction between the nuclei is defined as
VCi j = ZiZ je2/Ri j, (D.0.3)
where Rx is the radius of the fragment. It is defined by,
Rx = 1.28 A1/3x − 0.76 + 0.8 A−1/3x ,
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where x is taking the values of 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to fragments A1, A2, and A3. Ri j is
the distance between the centers of the interacting fragments, Ri j = Ri + R j is the center to
center distance of nuclei Ai and A j.
The proximity potential VPi j is defined as
VPi j = 4piR¯γbφ(ξ). (D.0.4)
The universal function φ(ξ) depends only on the distance between two nuclei and is
independent of the atomic numbers of the two nuclei. It is given by
φ(ξ) = −1
2
(ξ − 2.54)2 − 0.0852(ξ − 2.54)3 when ξ < 1.2511
φ(ξ) = −3.437 exp(−ξ/0.75) when ξ ≥ 1.2511
.
Here, ξ = S i j/b. S i j is the surface separation of nuclei Ai amd A j and defined as:
S i j = Ri j − Ri − R j
. The function φ(ξ) is defined for three different values of S by the following way:
• For the overlap region between the nuclei, S is negative,
• For the separated configuration between the nuclei, S is positive, and
• For touching configuration between the nuclei, S is zero.
and b is the diffusivity parameter of the nuclear surface given by b = 0.99 fm. The specific
nuclear surface tension γ is given by
γ = 0.9517
[
1 − 1.7826
(N − Z
A
)2]
MeV f m−2. (D.0.5)
The mean curvature radius, R¯ has the form
R¯ =
RiR j
Ri + R j
. (D.0.6)
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Nucleus A1 A2 A3 Q (MeV)
Vtotal (MeV)
Collinear Equatorial
132S n 65Cu 48Ca 254.4001 93.56 82.24
119S b 78Ni 48Ca 234.197 108.2 98.27
132S n 73Cu 40Ca 236.7457 110.3 102.37
245Es 127S b 78Ni 40Ca 222.0439 121.57 114.19
151Eu 78Ni 16O 179.887 118.45 89.77
181Lu 48Ca 16O 160.1272 98.42 69.39
132S n 56Ni 57S c 217.5258 136.43 127.32
132S n 68Zn 48Ca 262.6742 97.71 86.97
122Te 78Ni 48Ca 240.5679 111.42 102.26
132S n 76Zn 40Ca 245.592 114.13 106.74
248Fm 130Te 78Ni 40Ca 228.2281 125.01 118.46
154Gd 78Ni 16O 184.4711 122.59 94.26
184H f 48Ca 16O 162.362 104.22 75.49
132S n 56Ni 60Ti 224.6775 141.71 134.43
Table D.1: Ternary fragmentation potential between the three fragments decaying in collinear and
triangular (equatorial) configuration for 245Es and 248Fm nuclei.
Proximity potential was calculated by applying equations D.0.6, D.0.5, and the value of func-
tion φ(ξ) in equation D.0.4. Finally, by getting mass excess from [113] and using equations
D.0.4 and D.0.3 in equation D.0.1, the ternary fragmentation potential between the three de-
caying fragments is calculated. Ternary fragmentation potential between the most provable
ternary fragments decaying in collinear and triangular (equatorial) configuration for 245Es
and 248Fm nuclei is shown in Tab. D.1.
Using the same method, the potential energy has been calculated for different arrange-
ments of fragments for the 242C f . The minimization of potential energy of all the mass and
charge asymmetries involved requires for understanding the potential energy landscape of
ternary fission of 242C f . We consider the combinations of the fragments as A1 >= A2 >= A3
for avoiding the repetitions. Figure D.1 is the potential energy surface plot in terms of
charges where fragments are arranged in A1 + A2 + A3 and A1 + A3 + A2 way. It is pos-
sible to identify different deep minima in Potential energy surface. The minima correspond
to stable configuration cluster. Among these, the deepest minima corresponds to (Sn, Ni,
Ca). Another deep minima which corresponds to TTF is (Se, Ge, Ge) as labeled in the Fig.
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Figure D.1: Potential energy surface as a function of charge number of ternary fission of 242C f for
two different arrangements.
D.1. The 4He accompanied ternary fission remains the most favorable breakup as labeled.
Fig. D.2 shows the ternary interaction potential for some selected fragmentations as a
function of the orientation angle starting from a collinear arrangement leading to a triangular
arrangement and the angular momentum for of various three-body breakups of the 242C f
nucleus. The structure of the potential is not significantly changing with the change in angu-
lar momentum. The potential is just shifted by changing the angular momentum. The solid
line presents the potential when the value of angular momentum is l = 0~ and dashed line
reflects potential when the value of angular momentum is l = 40~. The potential for the
case when the fragments are arranged in the order of A1 + A2 + A3 (equivalently A3 + A2 + A1)
is given in the first column (case-I) of Fig. D.2 . Similarly, the fragment arrangement cor-
responding to Case II and Case III is presented in second and third columns respectively.
The touching angle and the corresponding potentials are marked with vertical and horizontal
dotted lines for the triangular geometry of all the panels. For the three different arrangements
considered, the potential corresponding to the touching configuration remains same . There
is a preference for triangular geometry over collinear geometry for very light third fragments
when the lightest fragment (A3) is positioned at the end (keeping either A2 or A1 in the mid-
dle, Cases I and III). This preference indicated that collinear geometry starts to compete with
the triangular geometry with the incensement of the third fragment mass.
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Figure D.2: (Color online) The total ternary fragmentation potential as a function of the orientation
angle is presented for three different fragment combinations in three different arrangements for the
angular momentum l = 0~ and 40~.
Appendix E
Mass Distributions of Ternary Fission
We want to demonstrate that in a planner geometry, the masses of the three fragments can be
calculated by knowing their angles of emission, the velocities of two of these, and the energy
of the third one. Let us consider that in a ternary decay, three fragments having masses M1,
M2, and M3 are produced. These masses can be written by the following way:
M1 = M1(θ1, θ2, θ3, V1, V2, E3),
M2 = M2(θ1, θ2, θ3, V1, V2, E3), and
M3 = M3(θ1, θ2, θ3, V1, V2, E3),
where θ, V, and E are the emission angles, velocities and energies corresponding to masses
M1, M2, and M3 respectively.
Energy conservation law is:
Ep = E1 + E2 + E3 − Q ,
or, M1(V21 + 2) + M2(V
2
2 + 2) + 2(E3 − Ep − Mp − Mt + M3) = 0. (E.0.1)
The momentum conservation along the perpendicular to the beam direction is:
MpVp S in 00 = M1V1 S inθ1 + M2V2 S inθ2 + M3V3 S inθ3 ,
or, M1 =
−M2V2 S inθ2 −
√
2M3E3S inθ3
V1 S inθ1
. (E.0.2)
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The momentum conservation along the beam direction is:
MpVp = M1V1 Cosθ1 + M2V2 Cosθ2 + M3
√
2E3
M3
Cosθ3. (E.0.3)
Now using equation E.0.2 in the equation E.0.3, we get the following expression of Mass
M2:
M2 =
MpVp S inθ1 −
√
2M3E3S in(θ1 − θ3)
V2 S in(θ1 − θ2) (E.0.4)
Now using equation E.0.4 into equation E.0.2, we get
M1 =
−MpVp S inθ1 S inθ2 +
√
2M3E3S inθ2 S in(θ1 − θ3) −
√
2M3E3S inθ3 S in(θ1 − θ2)
V1 S inθ1 S in(θ1 − θ2) .
(E.0.5)
Now using equation E.0.4 and E.0.5 into equation E.0.1, we get
M3 α +
√
M3 β + γ = 0, (E.0.6)
where,
α = 2V1V2 S inθ1 S in(θ1 − θ2),
β =
√
2E3 V2(V21 + 2){S inθ2 S in(θ1 − θ3) − S inθ3 S in(θ1 − θ2)}
−√2E3 V1(V22 + 2) S inθ1 S in(θ1 − θ3),
γ = Mp Vp S inθ1 {V1(V22 + 2) S inθ1 − V2(V21 + 2) S inθ2}
+2V1V2S inθ1 S in(θ1 − θ2)(E3 − Ep − Mp − Mt).
The solution of equation E.0.6 is:
M3 =
β2 − 2αγ ± √β4 − 4αβ2γ
2α2
, (E.0.7)
• M1 is calculated from equation E.0.5 by using equation E.0.7.
• M2 is calculated from equation E.0.4 by using equation E.0.7.
• M3 is calculated equation E.0.7.
Appendix F
Sequential Ternary Fission
Let us consider that a compound nucleus formed by projectile and target collision, first breaks
into two bodies (M23 and M1). Then in second step M23 will decay into final two (M2 and
M3) bodies. So at final stage we get three fragments like as M1, M2, and M3. In the following
we will discuss first initial two body decay, then secondary breakup of heavy fragment.
Total Kinetic Energy in the initial system:
ELab =
1
2
MpV2p +
1
2
MtV2t ,
or, Vp =
√
2ELab
Mp
. (Vt = 0) (F.0.1)
Figure F.1: Initial two body decay in the laboratory and centre of mass frame of reference.
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Momentum conservation equation becomes:
(Mp + Mt) VCM = MpVp ,
or, VCM =
Mp Vp
Mp + Mt
. (F.0.2)
In the centre-of-mass frame of reference, the centre-of-mass of the two colliding particle is
at rest. It follows that:
MpVp,CM + MtVt,CM = (Mp + Mt) VCM,CM ,
or, MpVp,CM = −MtVt,CM. (VCM,CM = 0) (F.0.3)
Velocity of centre of mass in Lab frame = - Velocity of target in Centre of mass frame,
VCM,lab = −Vt,CM. (F.0.4)
From equations F.0.4 and F.0.2,
−Vt,CM = MpMp + Mt Vp ,
or, Vt,CM = − MpMp + Mt Vp , (F.0.5)
or, Vt,CM = −
√
2ELabMp
Mp + Mt
. (F.0.6)
From equations F.0.3 and F.0.5,
Vp,CM = −MtMp
[
− Mp
Mp + Mt
Vp
]
,
or, Vp,CM =
Mt
Mp + Mt
√
2ELab
Mp
. (using F.0.1) (F.0.7)
Projectile energy in centre of mass frame:
Ep,CM =
1
2
MpV2p,CM ,
or, Ep,CM =
1
2
Mp
(
Mt
Mp + Mt
)2 2ELab
Mp
, (using F.0.7) (F.0.8)
or, Ep,CM =
(
Mt
Mp + Mt
)2
ELab. (F.0.9)
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Target energy in centre of mass frame:
Et,CM =
1
2
MtV2t,CM ,
or, Et,CM =
1
2
Mt
2ELabMp
(Mp + Mt)2
, (using F.0.6)
or, Et,CM =
MpMt
(Mp + Mt)2
ELab. (F.0.10)
In the initial centre of mass frame, The total Kinetic Energy:
Ei,CM = Ep,CM + Et,CM ,
or, Ei,CM =
(
Mt
Mp + Mt
)2
ELab +
MpMt
(Mp + Mt)2
ELab , (using F.0.9 and F.0.10)
or, Ei,CM =
Mt
Mp + Mt
ELab. (F.0.11)
The conservation of linear momentum require that the final system shall have no net
linear momentum in the centre of mass frame of reference (VCM,CM = 0). Thus
(Mp + Mt) VCM,CM = M1V1,CM + M23V23,CM ,
or, V23,CM = − M1M23 V1,CM. (F.0.12)
After the interaction, the total kinetic energy available in the final centre of mass frame
of reference is,
E f ,CM = Ei,CM + Q1, (F.0.13)
here Q1 is the decay energy of the initial two body breakup.
E f ,CM will be the sum of kinetic energies of the fragments in the centre of mass frame:
E f ,CM =
1
2
M1V21,CM +
1
2
M23V223,CM ,
or, Ei,CM + Q1 =
1
2
M1V21,CM +
1
2
M23V223,CM, (using equ. F.0.13)
or,
1
2
M1V21,CM +
1
2
M23
(
M21
M223
V21,CM
)
= Ei,CM + Q1 , (using equ. F.0.12)
or, V1,CM =
[
2 M23
M1(M1 + M23)
(
Mt ELab
Mp + Mt
+ Q1
)]1/2
. (using equ. F.0.11) (F.0.14)
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Figure F.2: Simplified initial two body decay in the laboratory and centre of mass frame of reference.
From the M OAC, AC = V1 S inθ1 and OA = V1 Cosθ1.
From the M ABC,
V21,CM = (AB)
2 + (AC)2 ,
or, V21,CM = V
2
CM + V
2
1 − 2 VCM V1 Cosθ1, (F.0.15)
Where,
V1 = VCM Cosθ1 ±
√
V21,CM − V2CM S in2θ1 . (F.0.16)
Energy of first fragment:
E1 =
1
2
M1V21 . (F.0.17)
Energy conservation:
Elab = E1 + E23 − Q1 ,
or, E23 = Elab + Q1 − E1. (F.0.18)
Again,
E23 =
1
2
M23V223 ,
or, V23 =
√
2 E23
M23
. (F.0.19)
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Figure F.3: Kinematics plot for 3 body sequential fission.
Momentum conservation in the beam direction is:
MpVp = M1V1 Cosθ1 + M23V23 Cosθ23 ,
or, θ23 =
√
MpVp − M1V1 Cosθ1
M23V23
. (F.0.20)
Figure F.3 is the kinematics plot for three body sequential fission. After forming the
compound nucleus MCN , first it breaks into 2 body M23 and M1. At 2nd step, M23 will decay
into M2 and M3 and the amount of energy released is Q2.
Momentum conservation in second interacting system:
M2V2,cm = M3V3,cm ,
or, V3,cm =
M2V2,cm
M3
. (F.0.21)
Q Value equation becomes:
Q2 =
1
2
M2V22,cm +
1
2
M3V23,cm ,
or, Q2 =
1
2
M2V22,cm +
1
2
M3 (
M2V2,cm
M3
)2 , (using F.0.21)
or, V2,cm =
√
2M3Q2
M2 (M2 + M3)
=
√
2M3Q2
M2 M23
. (F.0.22)
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Figure F.4: Simplified centre of mass frame of reference of final interacting system for 2nd fragment.
From equation F.0.21,
V3,cm =
M2
M3
√
2M3Q2
M2 M23
,
or, V3,cm =
√
2M2Q2
M3 M23
. (F.0.23)
Let us figure out the breakup of mass M23 into mass M2 and M3 separately.
Fig. F.4 shows the case of 2nd fragment and from the M OCB it is possible to write the
following relation:
(OB)2 = (OC)2 + (BC)2 = (OA + AC)2 + (BC)2. (F.0.24)
From the M ABC,
Cosθ2,cm =
AC
BC
,
or, AC = AB Cosθ2,cm = V2,cm Cosθ2,cm, (F.0.25)
and,
S inθ2,cm =
BC
AB
,
or, BC = AB S inθ2,cm = V2,cm S inθ2,cm. (F.0.26)
Using equations F.0.25 and F.0.26 in equation F.0.24,
(OB)2 = V22 = (V23 + V2,cm Cosθ2,cm)
2 + (V2,cm S inθ2,cm)2 ,
or, V2 =
√
V223 + V
2
2,cm + 2 V23 V2,cm Cosθ2,cm. (F.0.27)
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Figure F.5: Simplified centre of mass frame of reference of final interacting system for 3rd fragment.
From the M OBC,
TanM θ2 =
BC
OC
=
BC
OA + AC
,
or, TanM θ2 =
V2,cm S inθ2,cm
V23 + V2,cm Cosθ2,cm
, (using F.0.25 and F.0.26)
or, M θ2 = Tan−1
(
V2,cm S inθ2,cm
V23 + V2,cm Cosθ2,cm
)
. (F.0.28)
Therefore,
θ2 = θ23− M θ2. (F.0.29)
Similarly, from Fig. F.5 for the 3rd fragment we can deduce the following relations:
V3 =
√
V223 + V
2
3,cm + 2 V23 V3,cm Cosθ3,cm, (F.0.30)
and,
M θ3 = Tan−1
(
V3,cm S inθ3,cm
V23 + V3,cm Cosθ3,cm
)
. (F.0.31)
Therefore,
θ3 = θ23+ M θ3. (F.0.32)
• The energy of first (E1 = M1V21 / 2) fragment can be calculated by using equation
F.0.16.
• The energy of second (E2 = M2V22 / 2) fragment can be calculated by using equation
F.0.27.
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• The angle of second (θ2) fragment can be calculated from equation F.0.29 by using
equations F.0.28 and F.0.20.
• The energy of second (E3 = M3V23 / 2) fragment can be calculated by using equation
F.0.30.
• The angle of third (θ3) fragment can be calculated from equation F.0.32 by using equa-
tions F.0.31 and F.0.20.
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